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Preface
This dissertation presents my research work in pursuing the Ph.D. degree in Computer
Engineering at Michigan Technological University. The major contributions of this
dissertation is to develop an adaptive sampling method which could adaptively and
automatically reconstruct dynamic unknown environments using mobile sensor networks.
This dissertation includes previously published articles in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.
Chapter 3 contains portions of two articles previously published by IEEE. As the first
author, I identified the research issue which was to reconstruct an unknown environment
using a mobile sensor. With the guidance of my advisor (the second author of these
articles), I completed the algorithm design, simulation implementation, and experiment
setup. The articles were completed by my advisor and me.
The material in Chapter 4 is adapted from one published IEEE article. As the first author,
I identified the research issue which was to reconstruct an unknown environment using
mobile sensor networks. With the guidance of my advisor (the second author of the article),
I completed the algorithm design, simulation implementation, and experiment setup. The
article was completed by my advisor and me.
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Abstract
Mobile sensor networks have unique advantages compared with wireless sensor networks.
The mobility enables mobile sensors to flexibly reconfigure themselves to meet sensing
requirements. In this dissertation, an adaptive sampling method for mobile sensor networks
is presented. Based on the consideration of sensing resource constraints, computing
abilities, and onboard energy limitations, the adaptive sampling method follows a down
sampling scheme, which could reduce the total number of measurements, and lower
sampling cost. Compressive sensing is a recently developed down sampling method,
using a small number of randomly distributed measurements for signal reconstruction.
However, original signals cannot be reconstructed using condensed measurements, as
addressed by Shannon Sampling Theory. Measurements have to be processed under a
sparse domain, and convex optimization methods should be applied to reconstruct original
signals. Restricted isometry property would guarantee signals can be recovered with little
information loss. While compressive sensing could effectively lower sampling cost, signal
reconstruction is still a great research challenge. Compressive sensing always collects
random measurements, whose information amount cannot be determined in prior. If
each measurement is optimized as the most informative measurement, the reconstruction
performance can perform much better.
Based on the above consideration, this dissertation is focusing on an adaptive sampling
approach, which could find the most informative measurements in unknown environments
and reconstruct original signals. With mobile sensors, measurements are collect
sequentially, giving the chance to uniquely optimize each of them. When mobile
sensors are about to collect a new measurement from the surrounding environments,
existing information is shared among networked sensors so that each sensor would have
a global view of the entire environment. Shared information is analyzed under Haar
Wavelet domain, under which most nature signals appear sparse, to infer a model of the
environments. The most informative measurements can be determined by optimizing
model parameters. As a result, all the measurements collected by the mobile sensor
network are the most informative measurements given existing information, and a perfect
reconstruction would be expected.
To present the adaptive sampling method, a series of research issues will be addressed,
including measurement evaluation and collection, mobile network establishment, data
fusion, sensor motion, signal reconstruction, etc. Two dimensional scalar field will be
reconstructed using the method proposed. Both single mobile sensors and mobile sensor
networks will be deployed in the environment, and reconstruction performance of both will
be compared.In addition, a particular mobile sensor, a quadrotor UAV is developed, so that
the adaptive sampling method can be used in three dimensional scenarios.
xiii
Chapter 1
Introduction
The development of technologies in sensing, signal processing, communication,
networking, and advanced computing enables mobile sensors and mobile sensor network
to accomplish complicated tasks, especially in hazardous environments where human
access or assistance is not available. Mobile sensors, including unmanned aerial vehicles,
underwater vehicles, and ground vehicles, are capable of various sensing applications of
exploration, searching, mapping, target detection and tracking, etc. The common features
of mobile sensors in these applications fall into flexible mobility, self navigation, and
large coverage. All of these features enable mobile sensors to actively respond to the
environment according to sensing demands. In this dissertation, an adaptive sampling
method based on mobile sensors is proposed, which can adaptively collect sensing elements
of interest and real-time recover the original scene.
1.1 A Big Picture of Adaptive Sampling
Applications of mobile sensing may include mapping, sensing coverage, area exploration,
localization, mapping, target detection and tracking, etc. Regardless of the applications,
tasks can be simply generalized as information acquisition. The kind of information to
acquire and the way to acquire information have been becoming the core questions for
mobile sensing. They rely on the mobility of mobile sensor networks, which is the most
important ability for mobile sensor nodes to fulfill sensing tasks. For example, the mobility
of mobile sensors can help to improve the efficiency and save sensing resources in area
exploration, especially for large environments with limited number of sensors. To control
the mobility has been a research task for many researchers. The term of controlled mobility
1
Figure 1.1: Diagram of decentralized sensor nodes.
indicates mobile sensors could perform active sensing. More specifically, mobile sensors
adaptively determine their moving trajectories and sensing locations for more reliable and
accurate information acquisition from dynamical physical environments.
To make a robust mobile sensing platform, it requires mobile sensors to not only work
independently but also collaborate with others. A mobile sensing system could still be
working even with failure of certain number of its nodes. This suggests a decentralized
sensing mechanism. Figure 1.1 shows such a decentralized diagram for one sensor node in
a mobile sensing system. Each mobile node can be summarized as four function blocks:
sensor, actuator, data fusion, and decision making.
Sensor: Each mobile node equips with single or multiple sensors, which are the component
directly interfacing with the physical environments. Information collected by sensors will
be simply processed and sent to data fusion and decision making.
Data fusion: One of the advantages of networked sensors is information propagation and
sharing through the entire network. By merging with information collected by other sensor
nodes in the network, the local estimates of targets could be updated to increase its accuracy.
Fused information is passed to the decision making block also.
Decision making: Based on the knowledge of both the local capabilities and estimates of
the target and the transmitted neighborhood information, this part determines the mobile
node next motion with considering its sensing, communication, and energy consumption
2
factors. As a decentralized algorithm, it will only make decisions for the local sensor
node given certain constraints from neighbor nodes, like collision avoidance, etc. Then the
mobility control instruction is sent back to the actuator.
Actuator: With actuator, mobile platform can move autonomously on receiving of control
instructions. The actuator controls sensor node moving parameters like velocity, direction,
etc, and leads the mobile node to newly determined sensing locations. These four parts
together build the decentralized mobility control. With the feedback control from decision
making, mobile sensor network should be able to fulfill adaptive sampling, that is, actively
respond to physical environments and adaptively plan motion trajectories to extract the
most important information from the environment.
1.2 Research Challenges in Adaptive Sampling
By controlling the mobility of each node in a mobile sensor network, it could navigate itself
to acquire information of interest adaptively. The performance of the adaptive sensing is
determined by many aspects, including mobile sensor hardware, communication quality,
onboard energy, moving strategy, etc. The research challenges of adaptive sampling
algorithm in the following aspects.
1.2.1 Adaptivity
In the presence of a mobile sensor network, which is targeted for sampling a physical
phenomenon from multiple points simultaneously, the network must be able to adaptively
respond to the environments. According to the sampled data, the mobile sensor network
changes its topology, looking for the potential samples that can describe the physical
phenomenon. The adaptivity of a sensor network can be explained as the process to analyze
sampled data, change topology accordingly, and determine new measurements. It involves
problems including signal analysis, topology control, motion planning, etc.
Sensors’ adaptivity to the environment indicate they are capable to choose the best samples
to characterize the unknown environments. The most important portion in the adaptivity
is exactly the determination of new measurements given sampled data. Newly determined
measurements should be the most informative ones, and can be used to guide sensor motion
and rebuild network topology. Thus, the first challenge is to define a metric to evaluate
potential measurement values to find the one of the most information. Many methods have
3
been used to infer new measurements. Hoffmann et al. propose mobile sensor network
control using mutual information methods for target searching that the mutual information
between sensor readings and target state is maximized [1]. The mixed integer linear
programming [2] is used to find the vehicle path that maximizes the uncertainty of field
estimates to improve the accuracy of the field estimate the most. In this thesis, information
entropy is used to estimate the information amount of potential measurements.
1.2.2 Mobile Sensor Cooperation
A mobile sensor network outperforms a single mobile sensor in sensing coverage and
efficiency. It requires networked mobile sensors to collaborate with each other. Sensor
collaboration may include network topology establishment, information fusion, and mobile
network control. Due to the communication bandwidth and time latency, any kind of
centralized mechanism seems infeasible, especially when the sensing nodes are extended
to large scale. Network should be established locally within a small group of mobile
sensors nearby, although the effective communication range could be much larger than
that. With sensor linked, sampled data has to be fused together; otherwise the network
would be a cluster of individual sensors. Data fusion is the synergistic combination
of information from different sources to provide a better understanding of the state of
the world. A significant issue in fusing data from multiple sources is determining the
distributed measurements that correspond to the same environmental feature. With a
fusion center in the mobile sensor network, a global description of the environment can
be presented. It is impossible to propagate sensed data through the entire network. In
addition, mobile network control is suffering the same problem for centralized methods.
A highly centralized cooperative control mechanism cannot quickly enough respond to the
environment due to the network propagation and potential loss of particular sensor nodes.
Thus, a decentralized mechanism for sensor cooperation is preferred.
1.2.3 Onboard Energy Constraints
Onboard energy is a very critical concern for mobile sensing nodes. An efficient energy
consuming plan has to be carried out in order to maximize the sensing ability. Onboard
energy is mainly consumed for sensing, data transfer, and sensor motion. Processing
with high sampling frequency requires high bandwidth and more sensing energy. Low
sampling frequency results in low bandwidth and less energy consumed. However, sensing
performance is directly related to the number of measurements collected. Thus, selection
of measurements becomes also important on saving onboard energy. In addition, the
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communication is not always perfect. High amount of data transmission may cause
communication jam. The trade-offs between communication and sensing objectives
have been demonstrated in [3], where the impact of imperfect communication on the
performance of a decentralized mobile sensor network is characterized. The most
straightforward and essential way to save energy and build reliable communication is to
reduce the number of measurements, resulting less data transmitted. Fewer measurements
would also potentially reduce sensor motion. In a word, more measurements would bring
better performance, but also cause more energy consumed at sensing, data transfer, and
motion. To effectively utilize the limited on-board energy of mobile sensors, a research
task is being post as how to select measurements that can best represent the target and deal
with the relationship between measurement sensing and energy consumption.
1.3 Adaptive Sampling with Mobile Sensor Networks
(a) Lake Superior temperature map. (b) Uniform sampling.
(c) Random sampling. (d) Adaptive sampling.
Figure 1.2: Different sampling patterns applied to a desired sensing field.
Information acquisition is the core problem in adaptive mobile sensing. In a mapping
application, information is distributed the same as the physical objects. In a target detection
and tracking problem, most information concentrates on the target. Adaptive sampling
is exactly to search for the information of interest and collect corresponding samples to
estimate the unknown environment. The efficiency of mobile sensors falls into the sensing
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resource allocation according to the information distribution.
Figure 1.2 illustrates an example of sensing field sampling and reconstruction. To sample
and reconstruct the temperature map of Lake Superior in Figure 1.2(a), different sampling
patterns are given. The traditional sampling methods suggest uniform sampling according
to Shannon sampling theory to recover the sensing field, as shown in Figure 1.2(b).
Uniform sampling covers the entire sensing field, and provides accurate reconstruction
with high resolution. The sensing resources are allocated uniformly over the sensing field.
In other words, each measurement is supposed to have the same weight. However, it would
cost too much to cover every element in the scene.
Compressive sensing (CS) [4] proposes a down-sampling method to collect condensed
random measurements. Elements in Figure 1.2(c) are partially covered, and ones that are
not covered can be estimated given covered ones. The original scalar field can be recovered
from the reduced random sampling rate with acceptable reconstruction errors. Therefore,
each sample is containing more information than the uniform sampling method. Both of the
methods above are of pre-computed sampling patterns that involve fixed and non-adaptive
sensing positions. With mobile sensors, it becomes a motion planning problem to cover
all the pre-computed way-points. Though the CS approach collects samples of more
information, neither uniform sampling nor the CS approach considers the information
distribution of the sensing field.
To better capture the information in the sensing field, the concept of adaptive sampling is
explained in Figure 1.2(d). Different areas of importance have been paid different attention.
In this method, the sensing field is sampled sequentially by mobile sensors. Sensing
locations can be chosen to enclose more information after analyzing existing samples, if
the information distribution can be roughly estimated. For example, samples are collected
according to the information distribution, where the sensing field is first coarsely surveyed
and then more measurements are collected from areas that require higher resolutions [5].
Adaptive sampling methods have been discussed in literatures [2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 1]. In these
methods, measurements are collected sequentially in nature. Measurement distributions
keep changing as sampling proceeds. Old measurements give feedback to determine
new measurements, and new measurements are collected to more accurately represent the
sensing field. These adaptive sampling methods using mobile sensors explain the efficiency
in sensing resource allocation.
In the mapping example above, it is easy to observe that the most informative measurements
are located at the boundaries of objects which can be seen physically, while in other
practical problems, the most informative measurements may be hidden or cannot be
observed under spatial domain. Thus, it is difficult to analyze the sampled data under
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Figure 1.3: Feed-back process on adaptive sampling.
the spatial domain. However, there must be a way to exploit the internal relationship
between the most informative measurements and the physical environment. Motivated
by the research challenges and the above mapping application, the overall objective of
this dissertation is to develop an adaptive sampling method using mobile sensor networks,
which integrates cooperative sensing, in-network data processing, topology control, etc. A
sparse domain is chosen to sparsely represent the sensing field, under which signals appear
highly concentrated, and sparse representation algorithms will be developed accordingly.
Figure 1.3 roughly explains the feedback process of adaptive sampling method proposed
in this thesis. Condensed sampled data is analyzed under the sparse domain and a new
one is determined by projecting back to the spatial domain. After network motion, newly
determined measurement is collected and merged with existing measurements to start a
new loop. Details about the adaptive sampling method is presented in the remaining of this
thesis.
1.4 Dissertation Overview
This thesis is organized in the following manner:
Chapter 2 summarizes related works and background knowledge used in this thesis.
Different applications of adaptive sampling are presented to give a global view in different
perspectives. The adaptive sampling method addressed in this paper is based on a
down sampling method, compressive sensing. Basic concepts of compressive sensing are
introduced, as well as its variations, including Bayesian compressive sensing, Wavelet Tree
structure, etc.
Chapter 3 presents the adaptive sampling using a single mobile sensor. Given an unknown
sensing field, a mobile sensor would adaptively and automatically move and collect samples
to recover the sensing field. It deals with the most important research task, how to make
mobile sensing adaptive. The determination of the most informative measurements is
introduced mathematically. Simulation and experiment results are also attached to support
the adaptive sampling method.
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Chapter 4 presents the adaptive sampling using mobile sensor networks. Compared with
a single mobile sensor, the advantages of mobile sensor networks fall into the information
sharing and coverage expanding. With collaboration of networked sensors, target sensing
field can be more precisely represented. Besides the most informative measurement
determination, network establishment, sensor fusion, and network motion are discussed.
Chapter 5 develops a particular mobile sensor, quadrotor UAV. It could be a crucial
member in a mobile sensor network, and suitable for applications like mapping, area
exploration, target tracking, etc. Quadrotor dynamics and kinematics are introduced, based
on which linear control algorithms are developed. Hardware setup is also introduced, and
bench data is generated for simulation use. Simulations include set point moving and
stabilizing, and target tracking.
Chapter 6 summarizes the contribution of this work, and discusses the future work.
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Chapter 2
Background: Adaptive Sampling
This chapter mainly focuses on the preliminary knowledge for this dissertation, which
includes a general introduction of adaptive sampling and its applications, and detailed
mathematical background for a particular down sampling method, compressive sensing.
2.1 Adaptive Sampling
The background of this research is the emerging applications and research interests in
mobile sensing networks and continuing research efforts in multi-robot systems. With the
increasing research interests in wireless sensors networks due to their wide applications
[2, 10, 5, 6, 11, 12, 13, 14], researchers are becoming aware of the advantages of
using mobile sensing platforms, which can be equipped with more advanced sensors and
computational devices. The mobility allows them to actively respond to the environments
and reconfigure themselves according to sensing requirements. The adaptive sampling
method addressed in this dissertation is a general method to acquire information from
environments, which could apply to many different application areas. The rest of this
section will summarize related applications.
2.1.1 Mobile Sensor Network Localization
Location awareness is important, as applications such as environment monitoring, target
tracking and intrusion detection need to know the locations of mobile node precisely.
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Location awareness saves energy for route discovery [15] and enhances security [16].
Existing approaches for network localization include two categories: range based
approaches [17] and range free approaches [18]. Range based localization can provide
more accurate position estimates compared with range free localization, however, it costs
more due to special hardware required.
Generally, localization schemes for mobile sensor networks use a small number of seed
nodes, anchor nodes or beacon nodes, whose localizations are known, while larger number
of sensor nodes with unknown locations also exist in the network. In range free localization,
both seeds and nodes of a mobile sensor network can be either static or moving. The
random waypoint mobility model [19] is adopted for both nodes and seeds. In Yi’s research
work [20], seeds and nodes of a mobile sensor network move randomly with random
waypoint model. It assumes that a seed knows not only its position but also the global
time of the moment when it obtains its location, which could be transmitted to nearby
nodes. Mobile anchor nodes equipped with GPS move in the sensing field and broadcast
position information periodically [21]. Sensor nodes compute their locations on receiving
broadcasting messages. The scenario that both seed nodes and sensor nodes can move is
discussed in Zhang’s work [22, 23], where Monte Carlo Localization method is used to
achieve high sampling efficiency and localization accuracy.
Range based localization is not that popular used due to the high cost. A range based
version of Monte Carlo Localization algorithm is proposed [24], using mobility in the
network to increase localization accuracy. A localization scheme for large scale underwater
mobile sensor network in harsh aqueous environments has been studied [25], which uses
acoustic sensors to provide distance information.
2.1.2 Area Coverage
In some monitoring and exploration applications, the efficiency of sensor networks depends
on the coverage of the area. Mobility can improve coverage, especially for unknown or
hostile environments like disaster or toxic regions. Mobile sensors are controlled to move
to the desired positions to maximize network coverage [26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31]. Algorithms
proposed in these literatures let mobile sensors actively respond to dynamic environments
and accordingly recalculate desired sensor locations. Their common objective is to improve
coverage after network moving. The difference mainly lies on how the desired sensor
positions are computed.
More specifically, an incremental deployment algorithm is proposed [28] to deploy one
sensor node each time into an unknown environment, which uses information gathered
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from previously deployed nodes to determine its deployment location. A potential field
based algorithm is developed [27], where sensor nodes are regarded as virtual particles,
and virtual forces in the sensing field would push sensor nodes to avoid collisions. A
virtual force based sensor movement strategy is also proposed to enhance network coverage
after an initial random placement of sensors [26]. An artificial potential field based
algorithm [32], which does not require a prior map of the environment, is also used for
area coverage with the constraint that each node should have at least a certain number
of neighbors. Voronoi diagrams are used to discover the coverage holes [29], which can
move sensors from densely deployed areas to sparsely deployed areas. A peer to peer
model based on Delaunay Triangulation and Voronoi diagrams is presented to define the
geometrical relationship among mobile sensors [33]. The coverage problem for hybrid
networks comprising both static and mobile nodes has been discussed in [34, 35]. A
dynamic coverage maintenance scheme, which exploits the limited mobility of the sensor
nodes is proposed for coverage loss problem caused by early failure of sensor nodes [36].
Dynamic area coverage with controlled mobility is also studied, which is characterized
as area coverage at a specific time instant. Besides trying to improve stationary network
configuration, authors of [37] focus on the dynamic aspects of coverage capabilities due
to moving networked nodes. Hussein et al. formulate the dynamic coverage problem in a
mathematically precise problem statement [38], where the coverage goal is to cover a given
domain using multiple mobile sensors such that each point can be surveyed.
2.1.3 Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM)
Autonomous environment exploration, mapping and concurrent localization in the map
is a key mission of a mobile sensor network for practical applications in unknown
environments. Multi robot SLAM has mostly been addressed in data fusion aspect
characterized by two major sources of uncertainty due to the noise in sensing and motion
without considering controlled mobility [39]. Extended Kalman filter and particle filter
approaches have been successfully implemented for data fusion of multi robot SLAM [40].
Map merging and stitching has been studied in [41].
Active SLAM has been studied for single mobile sensors in [42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48].
An information-based approach to measure the certainty of a map and vehicle locations
has been proposed [47], where a utility function for planning the vehicle trajectory is
introduced. A Bayesian optimization method [48] dynamically explores unknown areas
by minimizing uncertainty based on current best solution. A method evaluating the quality
of actions for a single camera while mapping unknown indoor environments is presented
in [49].
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Active SLAM for multiple cooperating UAVs on trajectory control is developed [50], where
each UAV shares map information over a data fusion network. An integrated approach
that combines autonomous exploration with simultaneous localization and mapping is
presented in [51]. An approach simultaneously taking into account the moving cost and
its utility is presented to coordinate multiple robots [52]. The coordination cannot succeed
if sensors do not share a common map. In [53] networked robots communicate with each
other actively to verify location hypotheses using a rendezvous strategy. A strategy to select
optimal motions of multi robot system equipped with cameras is studied [54] to improve
the observation of environment.
2.1.4 Target Detection, Localization and Tracking
Target detection, localization and tracking has recently been paid significant attention due
to its importance on environment monitoring, surveillance, etc. Many literatures focus on
the motion control of automated robots for target tracking and searching [55, 56, 57, 58, 59].
However, controlled mobility for target detection and tracking poses new challenges,
including limited mobility and sensing resources, environmental constraints, and stringent
quality of service requirements such as low false alarm rate, high detection probability and
bounded detection delay [60]. On the other hand, static sensor network cannot achieve
satisfactory sensing performance [61, 62, 63, 64] due to unpredictable spatiotemporal
phenomena and dynamic changes of network conditions. Mobile sensors can dynamically
reconfigure themselves to improve the robustness and meet sensing demands.
Active target estimation is one of the basic problems for mobile sensor networks. A team
of indoor robots equipped with laser ranger finders are coordinately controlled to maximize
the information amount to achieve best estimates and optimal resource consumption [65].
Information maximal is also used in [66] to implement coordinated control of sensors. A
solution is provided [67] to the optimal trajectory planning problem in target localization
for multiple bearing only sensors. Hoffmann et al. develop a control architecture based on
particle filters to quickly localize a target with bearing only measurements [68]. A gradient
searching based decentralized algorithm is presented to control mobile nodes with sonar
sensors to estimate the state of a dynamic target [8].
A general theme in probabilistic tracking control is the balance between computational
efficiency and the need to model a target estimate distribution in case of target lost. Optimal
trajectories are generated for a mobile sensor network to track a moving target using
distance only measurements [69]. In [70], optimal trajectories for a team of heterogeneous
mobile sensors have been determined to track a moving target using distance and bearing
measurements. It may not be favorable for sensor nodes to move, since energy consumed
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by moving might be higher than that consumed by sensing and communicating [71]. Zou
and Chakrabarty propose to move a sensor node only if a target is detected [72].
The presence or absence of a target is detected using a mobile sensor network [73]. Target
tracking is modeled as stochastic event [74] whose arrival and disappearance will be
captured by mobile sensors. Authors of [75] investigate the impact of node density on
detection performance for stationary target detection with a hybrid sensor network.
2.1.5 Perimeter Detection and Tracking
Perimeter detection and tracking has a wide range of applications: radiation, chemical
spills, oil spills, algae blooms, forest fires, etc. Mobile sensor networks could track a
substance while dynamically reconfiguring as environment is changing. Gradient based
and gradient free approaches are investigated.
The gradient based approaches use more information compared with gradient free
approaches. Marthaler et al. design a centralized motion algorithm to detect and track
algae blooms, where each sensor node measures the concentration gradient [76]. Clark and
Fierro detect and track the dynamic perimeter of oil spills [77]. Dantu and Sukhatme use a
heterogeneous sensor network to detect and track contour lines of a scalar field [78].
The gradient free approaches depend only on density observations of surroundings. A
simple algorithm is proposed for multiple underwater mobile sensors, collecting scalar
concentration measurements to monitor an underwater perimeter [79], which has been
tested on Caltech’s land testbed [80]. Jin and Bertozzi develop a framework for
environmental boundary tracking and estimation using hidden Markov model [81]. A
fully decentralized algorithm for changing perimeter surveillance is presented [82] with
communication range limitations.
2.2 Adaptive Sampling and Compressive Sensing
Motivated by the wide applications and research challenges of adaptive sampling, this
dissertation presents an information driven adaptive sampling method with mobile sensor
networks. This section will analyze how to reduce sampling cost while actively responding
to environments, and introduce the mathematical foundation of this dissertation.
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2.2.1 Nyquist-Shannon Sampling Theorem and Down-Sampling
Sampling is the process to translate a signal to a limited series of number. For a continuous
signal, the sampling process reduces the signal to a discrete signal. Sampling can be done
for functions of one dimension, two dimensions or more, varying in time, space, etc. The
goals of sampling include but not limited to transmitting, storing, and reconstructing. All
of these would require no information lost, or at lease little information lost. It comes out
the question how to sample a signal so that all the information can be acquired.
The Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem [83] has defined the way of sampling. It plays
the fundamental role in information theory. The theory suggests to sample a signal at
the frequency at least twice of the highest frequency of the sampled signal. By this way,
the original signal can be recovered with no information lost. If inadequate samples are
collected, it may result aliasing after reconstruction. Aliasing can be prevented or reduced
by either increasing the sampling rate to above twice of the signal highest frequency or
introducing an anti-aliasing filter to cut off the high frequency parts.
The most straightforward example of the sampling theorem is the formulation for single
variable functions. The theorem can be directly applied to time-dependent signals, and
extended in a much wider way to formulate functions with more variables. A typical
example is grayscale images. Grayscale images are often represented as matrices of real
numbers, which can be regarded as two dimension signals. Elements of the matrices
represent the relative intensities of pixels whose locations are defined by the intersections of
rows and columns. Color images typically consist of three or four grayscale elements, such
as RGB, HSV, CMYK, etc. Those color images are exactly functions over 2D sampling
domains. If samples or pixels are not adequate, the two dimension images can also suffer
from aliasing, which is quite similar to one dimensional signals mentioned above.
The Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem is saying that signal must be sampled two times
faster than the signal bandwidth to avoid aliasing. In other words, if the sampling rates
fall lower, more information will lose. In many applications, including video cameras and
digital images, the high Nyquist rate results in too many samples, making compression
necessary before storing and transmitting. In other applications, such as radars, medical
scanners, and high speed analog to digital converters, it would be very expensive to increase
the sampling rate to acquire more samples. To maintain acceptable sampling, storing,
and transmitting costs as well as acceptable information loss, down-sampling becomes
necessary.
By down-sampling, an anti aliasing filter is used to reduce the bandwidth of a desired signal,
in order to make sure the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem criterion is maintained.
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Compared with the Nyquist sampling rate, down-sampling may only pick out samples at
interval M times longer, where M is larger than 1. Data rate reduction occurs, thus reducing
cost in sampling, transmitting, etc. Down-sampling will introduce information loss with no
doubt according to Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem, but it has to be done to seek the
trade-off between cost and information. Down-sampled signal reconstruction can still be
improved by introducing powerful signal reconstruction methods.
2.2.2 Compressive Sensing
Compressive sensing, a recently developed down sampling and reconstructing method
yielding a sub-Nyquist sampling criterion, uses condensed linear measurements for
reconstruction under a sparse domain without losing useful information [4, 84, 85, 86, 87,
88, 89]. Using this down-sampling approach, the signal can be recovered by a sampling
rate that is much lower than the requirements from the well-known Shannon sampling
theory; hence it reduces the load of sampling and storing. The signal recovery is a convex
optimization problem and can be solved by linear algebra [89]. Compressive sensing can
be applied to many practical applications [90, 91, 92, 88, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100],
most of which suggest random measurements. The Logan-Shepp phantom example in
[88] shows that an image can be perfectly reconstructed by samples along radial lines
rather than random projections. A promising new paradigm for networked data analysis
is described in [100] to reconstruct sparse or compressible networked data in multi-hop
networks and wireless sensor networks. Compressive sensing is also used in a mobile
cooperative network [95] that is tasked with building a map of the spatial variations of
interest with a small number of measurements.
Figure 2.1 shows the sampling pattern of compressive sensing. Given an unknown discrete
signal x with the dimension of N×1, it is required N measurements in traditional sampling
methods to fully recover the x. As a down-sampling method, compressive sensing collects
fewer samples. It projects the signal from higher dimension (N) to lower dimension (M)
with M < N, generating the measurement matrix Φ (N×M) and measurement set y (M×
1), subject to y = Φx. Each measurement is a linear combination of elements of the target
signal x with the corresponding row in the measurement matrix Φ as factors.
To recover the signal x, it is exactly to solve x in Figure 2.1. However, it cannot be
solved directly, since there are more unknown variables than equations. Therefore, a sparse
representation has been introduced as shown in Figure 2.2, where x is represented in a
sparse pattern with x = ΨT s, Ψ is a selected sparse basis, and s (N × 1) is the sparse
representation with a small number of significant entries. The insignificant entries are
always regarded as zeros in compressive sensing, so the number of unknown entries has
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Figure 2.1: Signal dimension reduced in the sampling stage of compressive
sensing. Compressive sensing projects signals from higher dimension to
lower dimension: y = Φx.
been reduced. With a sparse s that has only K significant values (K ≪ M), the system can
be solved. Only K unknown variables have to be dealt with rather than N (K ≪ N), thus
reducing the signal complexity.
Figure 2.2: Signal sparse representation in compressive sensing: x = ΨT s.
By combining Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2, the basic compressive sensing equation can be
acquired,
y = Φx = ΦΨT s (2.1)
which is shown in Figure 2.3. If s in Equation (2.1) can be solved, the target signal x can
be reconstructed. In this compressive sensing system, y, Φ, Ψ are known, however, it is
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Figure 2.3: Compressive sensing illustration: y = Φx = ΦΨT s.
still not that straightforward to solve s, since the locations of the significant entries in s are
unknown. A sufficient condition has to be satisfied to make compressive sensing works,
Restricted Isometry Property(RIP) [88, 89], which can be simplified as the measurement
matrix Φ and sparse basis Ψ should be totally uncorrelated. Different random measurement
matrices have been proven effective [101, 102]. It has also been proven [103] that
linear random measurement matrix can be used together with many sparse domains for
compressive sensing, like Haar Wavelet, Fourier, discrete cosinusoid.
A significant problem in compressive sensing to find out a fast recovery method. To find
the solution of compressive sensing is to solve
sˆ = argmin‖s‖0 s.t. y = ΦΨT s (2.2)
which is an l0 norm minimization problem. However, this norm problem is NP-complete,
but not feasible to solve. An alternative solution has been proposed [89].
sˆ = argmin‖s‖1 s.t. y = ΦΨT s (2.3)
which is l1 norm problem that has been proven equivalent to l0 norm problem for
compressive sensing. Based on l1 norm problem, many reconstruction algorithms
have been developed to reduce computational complexity, such as Basis Pursuit [104],
Reweighted l1 norm [105], Orthogonal Matching Pursuit [106], and Tree-Based Orthogonal
Matching Pursuit [107].
Besides the theory of compressive sensing, much work also focuses on its applications.
Baraniuk et al. have developed a new camera architecture with only a single detection
element [108]. The novel radar system [103] based on compressive sensing operates
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at a potentially low “information rate” rather than the high Nyquist rate. Tian [96]
applies compressive sensing to detect the spectrum of cognitive radio by randomly
sampling the radio signal in time domain. Other applications include Biosensing [109],
Analog-to-Information Conversion [110] and Astronomy [111].
2.2.3 Wavelet Tree Structure
Compressive sensing suggests a signal be represented under a particular sparse domain,
given the prior knowledge that the signal appears sparse under this domain. Equation (2.1)
describes the sparsely represented signal of one dimension. As compressive sensing is
used in image processing [88], researchers find ways to sparsely represent two dimension
signals.
Figure 2.4: Two dimension signal (plume image) under Haar Wavelet
Domain.
One popular way to represent two dimension signals is vectorization. Suppose x is a
two dimension signal to be sampled and reconstructed. To apply compressive sensing
shown in Equation (2.1), target signal x has to be vectorized by stacking its columns
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together, generating a long vector. Then the vectorized signal can be sparsely represented
easily. However, the vectorization method has its disadvantage. If x represents a
image, vectorization may distroy the consistency between adjacent pixels. A particular
feature located in a certain area of x may fall into different segments after vectorization,
resulting that the sparse representation cannot reflect the particular feature. Therefore, two
dimension signals should be directly represented in a two dimension formation sparsely.
Figure 2.5: Concept of Wavelet transform. A “star" is decomposed under
Haar Wavelet domain. It has different scales with indices ranging from 0 to
L.
Two dimension Haar Wavelet has been used [112] to sparsely represent a two dimension
signal, preserving its features. In the following parts of this dissertation, Ψ is exactly the
Haar Wavelet basis. Figure 2.4 shows an example of two dimension sparse representation
of a plume image under Haar Wavelet domain. In this example, the plume image is repeated
in different scales under Haar Wavelet domain with l as the scale index, ranging from 1 to
L. Each feature that can be observed in the original plume image can also be observed in
the sparse representation. A more illustrative example is shown in Figure 2.5, where the
star is decomposed into different scales in Haar Wavelet domain. The repeated pattern can
be easily seen in this example. In these two examples, a significant element in a higher
level may result several significant elements in the adjacent lower level correspondingly.
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This is the unique feature in Haar Wavelet domain, and is also an important reason why
Haar Wavelet is chosen, besides that signals appear sparse under it.
To reconstruct the a two dimension signal, Equation (2.2) has to vary into another form
[88]
sˆ = argmin‖s‖TV s.t. y = ΦΨT s (2.4)
where ‖s‖TV indicates the total variation (TV) norm of the two dimension signal s. The TV
norm considers the consistency of a two dimension signal in both horizontal and vertical
directions, the definition being given
‖s‖TV = ∑
t1,t2
√
|D1s(t1, t2)|2 + |D2s(t1, t2)|2 (2.5)
where D1 is the difference in horizontal direction D1s(t1, t2) = s(t1, t2)− s(t1−1, t2), while
D2 is defined as vertical difference D2s(t1, t2) = s(t1, t2)− s(t1, t2−1).
2.2.4 Bayesian Compressive Sensing
Compressive sensing introduced above is following a straightforward way consisting of
two step, collecting samples and reconstructing the original signals. Random samples are
collected [4], and the signal is directly reconstructed without considering the dependencies
of entries of the sparse representations. By exploiting the signal structure, Baraniuk et
al. [113] prove that compressive sensing reconstruction performance can be improved.
The following of this chapter will focus on Bayesian compressive sensing, expanding
compressive sensing statistically and exploiting wavelet tree structure under Haar Wavelet
domain.
Recent research on compressive sensing explores sparsity structures of target signals from
the Bayesian perspective. With Bayesian approaches applied into the measuring phase, the
Bayesian compressive sensing is developed, where the measurement matrix is generated
gradually, so that each measurement is particularly designed to achieve local optimum.
The target signal has statistical characteristics which can be used to significantly reduce
the number of compressive sensing measurements by the Bayesian inference [114, 113].
With compressive sensing signals modeled as Gaussian random variables, Tipping [115]
gives the solution to optimizing the variable parameters. Posterior mean and covariance
are estimated through expectation maximization algorithm. Based on posterior mean and
covariance, Ji et al. [116] propose a Bayesian compressive sensing framework which
optimizes the measurement matrix by providing posterior belief of the sparse representation
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from the Bayesian perspective. Meng et al. [117] apply Bayesian compressive sensing
into wireless sensor networks for sparse event detection to reduce the number of wake-up
sensors.
By applying Bayesian approaches into the decoding phase, recovery algorithms are
enhanced. Signal models and measurement models are considered during recovery,
resulting in less reconstruction noise, and faster computation. Markov chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) methods are used to infer new projections by drawing samples. He and
Carin [118] demonstrate that substantially fewer projection measurements are sufficient to
achieve accurate compressive sensing reconstruction via MCMC methods by analyzing
the Wavelet tree structure. Similarly, Tan and Li [119] show that a sparse Bayesian
learning algorithm and a block Gibbs sampling algorithm can be used to estimate the
transform coefficient vector, which is also called sparse representation. Baron et al. [120]
perform approximate Bayesian inference using belief propagation decoding to represent the
measurement matrix as a graphical model based on available statistical characterization.
Babacan et al. [121] develop a greedy algorithm for fast reconstruction using Laplace
priors to model the sparsity of unknown signals.
From the statistical perspective, signals in the compressive sensing system as shown in
Equation (2.1) are modeled under Gaussian distributions. Each entry of the wavelet
coefficients/sparse representations s is modeled as a Gaussian random variable
si ∼ N(0,σ2i ), i = 1 . . .N (2.6)
where the variance σ2i is written as α
−1
i in most literatures, indicating the precision of
Gaussian distributions. The sparse representation s contains entries of significance and
insignificance. Thus, it can be decomposed as the sum of two items with significant entries
and small entries separately, s = sm + se, where sm is established by replacing small entries
by zeros, and se is established by setting significant entries zero. Both sm and se can be
modeled as multivariate Gaussian random variables with significant and small variances
using Equation (2.6). However, the second item se is always regarded as Gaussian noises,
since it can always be ignored for a sparse signal. The system equation is updated
y = ΦΨT sm +ΦΨT se = ΦΨT sm +ne (2.7)
where ne, the insignificant item, is regarded as a sort of noise. In reality, measurement noise
has to be added into the sampling phase. With the consideration of measurement noise, the
new equation can be expressed as
y = ΦΨT sm +ne +nw = ΦΨT sm +n0 (2.8)
where nw is the measurement noise, and n0 is the total noise in the system. The total noise
also falls into Gaussian distributions, n0 ∼ N(0,α−10 ) with Gaussian precision α−10 = σ20 .
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Thus, the compressive sensing measurements y can be regarded as a multivariate Gaussian
distribution
y∼ N(ΦΨT sm,α−10 I) (2.9)
With s under the Haar Wavelet domain, the Wavelet-tree structure [112] can be studied
based on its Gaussian distribution. Figure 2.5 illustrates the structure of the wavelet
tree of a “star” under the Haar Wavelet domain. This figure represents the sparse signal
s. The signal is repeated at different scales with the scale indexed l = 0 . . .L. Each
coefficient in upper scale (smaller scale index number) has four children coefficients in
the adjacent lower scale (larger scale index number). Whether the coefficient in lower scale
is significant or insignificant depends quite a lot on whether its parent is significant or not.
Two states can be defined to illustrate the significant or insignificant entries in the sparse
representation. Given a compressive sensing model, the entries of the sparse representation
s are modeled in two states, “high” and “low”, corresponding to the significant and small
values separately. It is believed that one coefficient is likely to be significant, if it has a
parent of significance, and vice verse. Therefore, in the sparse representation, no entry is
independent except for the root level l = 0. The dependency between entries is exactly the
latent feature to be explored.
To illustrate the “likely to be significant or small” relationship, the variance is considered
in two aspects, zero(or nearly zero) and non-zero(or significant), corresponding to “low”
and “high”. The transition-probability matrix P at scale l is defined as P(1,1) = 1−pi0l ,
P(1,2) = pi0l , P(2,1) = 1−pi1l , P(2,2) = pi1l . The P(i, j) indicates the probability of a child
in state j given its parent in state i. Thus, the variance of each wavelet coefficient locates
in a mixture distribution
σ2i = (1−pii)ετ2i +piiτ2i (2.10)
pii =


pi0i i f spa(i) = 0
pi1i i f spa(i) 6= 0
piri i f root scale
(2.11)
where ε is a very small value, and τ is the original variance. The small value ε could be
zero, but does not has to be, since the precision is used αi = σ−2i . Each Wavelet coefficient
maintains two mixture parameters pii except that in the root scale (l = 0), which indicates
two possible different states of the corresponding parent. ppa(i) is defined as the parent
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coefficient of coefficient si. For Spa(i) = 0, it means σ2i = ετ2i , corresponding to the first
item in Equation (2.10). For the coefficients at root scale, there is no parents existing, and
they are considered as significant values all the time.
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Chapter 3
Adaptive Sampling with Mobile Sensors1
2
This chapter presents an adaptive sparse sampling approach using mobile sensors. An
information driven algorithm is established based on compressive sensing. While
compressive sensing collects totally random measurements from unknown fields, the
proposed algorithm optimizes each individual measurement by maximizing the information
it could include. More specifically, a measurement is uniquely designed by analyzing all
the existing information under a sparse domain like Haar Wavelet domain. When a mobile
sensor relocates to collect that particular measurement, a motion algorithm is designed by
leveraging sensor moving cost and information value contained. Since all the samples have
been optimized, a much better reconstruction performance can be expected.
3.1 Introduction
Wireless sensor networks have been developed for decades of years as a low cost option for
tasks such as tracking, exploration, monitoring, etc. Nowadays, mobile robotic sensors are
playing a more and more important role due to their locomotion capability [6], [5]. Unlike
1 c©2009 IEEE. Portions reprinted with permission, from Shuo Huang and Jindong Tan, “Compressive
Mobile Sensing in Robotic Mapping” , in Proceedings of IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent
Robots and Systems, pp. 3070 - 3075, 2009. See Appendix for a copy of the copyright permission from
IEEE.
2 c©2011 IEEE. Portions reprinted with permission, from Shuo Huang and Jindong Tan, “Adaptive Sampling
Using Mobile Robotic Sensors”, in Proceedings of IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent Robots
and Systems, pp. 1668 - 1673, 2011. See Appendix for a copy of the copyright permission from IEEE.
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static sensors, which are deployed in advance with limited sensing capability, mobile
sensors can move adaptively to specified areas of interests to acquire desired information
under a controlling mechanism. Mobile robotic sensors are competent for quite a few fields,
including environmental monitoring [122], surveillance [123], robotic mapping [124], etc.
As mobile sensors becomes more popular, related algorithms have been developed and
implemented. Mobile sensors are more flexible compared with static sensors, thus
consuming more energy during moving and sampling. Some adaptive sampling methods
have been used in mobile robotic platforms for the energy optimization and sampling
efficiency purpose. However, this area can be dig even deeper. In some cases, mobile
sensors collect excessive measurements, causing a waste of sensing resources. Typically,
Singh et al. [5] have proposed a sampling algorithm to sample and reconstruct a spatial
map using mobile sensors, where a coarse survey is executed before adaptive refinement,
and a portion of the coarse survey may be regarded as excessive measurements containing
less useful information. Therefore, a more efficient sampling method is desired.
Traditional sampling methods involving invariant sampling strategies suggest uniform
sampling according to Shannon sampling theory. As down-sampling methods are
developed, the sampling cost has been significantly reduced. Partial measurements are
enough to represent target sensing fields with acceptable errors. Particularly, compressive
sensing [4] guarantees signals can be recovered from incomplete measurements with little
information loss [85, 86]. Compressive sensing methods collect random measurements,
which have been proved efficient and high-performance in digital signal and image
processing. But the reconstruction can be still improved. Researchers working on Bayesian
compressive sensing have made efforts to further reduce the number of measurements
[114, 113]. Given a set of incomplete measurements, Bayesian compressive sensing infers
the original signal distribution, and determine the most informative future measurements to
increase the sensing field fidelity.
In this chapter, based on compressive sensing, an adaptive sampling algorithm will be
addressed. The proposed algorithm collects condensed measurements using a mobile
sensor, which could save a lot of sensing resources. Each measurement will be uniquely
optimized in order to further improve the sampling efficiency.
3.2 Problem Formulation
To explore and recovery an unknown sensing field, both sensor networks and mobile
robotic sensors have been used to sample and reconstruct. Sensor networks based
on a pre-configured sensor distribution provide static monitoring. High-resolution
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reconstruction can be achieved. However, it is usually impossible or very costly to deploy
sensors according to a pre-computed pattern to cover a large sensing field. By adopting
mobile sensors, measurements can be collected in a more flexible way. The mobility allows
them to reconfigure themselves according to sensing requirements.
While mobile sensors feature adaptivity and flexibility, they always collect excessive
measurements in applications. Additionally, mobile robotic sensors are always constrained
by limited on-board energy. These suggest that measurements which can represent
the sensing field to the most should be collected. Those measurements are the most
informative ones out of the entire measurement set. If these most informative data can
be determined in prior, measurements collection can be easily done by flexible mobile
sensors. Thus, the only problem left is how to evaluate, determine, and collect the most
informative measurements. This chapter will give a solution seeking the most informative
measurements for mobile sensors.
3.3 Adaptive Sampling Algorithm with Mobile Sensors
Compressive sensing collects random measurements without considering impact between
measurements. The proposed algorithm always collects the most informative
measurements given all the existing measurements. Measurements are determined and
collected sequentially in nature by mobile sensors to increase sensing field fidelity. A
recursive procedure is proposed to collect measurements, analyze existing measurements,
and determine new measurements. Wavelet structure and statistical properties of target
sensing field signals will be inferred from existing measurements. New measurements are
determined by exploiting these statistical properties sequentially. Mobile sensors provide
the flexibility to sequentially sample a target sensing field, but also bring unique challenges
of direct application of Bayesian compressive sensing. Motion planning is designed to
strike the balance between the information amount of each measurement and moving cost
from current sensing position to the next one. Overall, the adaptive sampling method
alternates between analyzing existing measurements and collecting new measurements.
Figure 3.1 shows the adaptive sampling and reconstruction framework. This framework
includes six major parts, initial measurements, mean and variance estimate, measurement
determination, motion planning, parameter update, and signal reconstruction. In initial
measurements, a small portion of random measurements are collected by a mobile sensor
at the very beginning. Compressive sensing model in Equation (2.1) is established with
Φ as the initial random measurement matrix. An iterative process is used to determine
and collect measurements. mean and variance estimate approximates the posterior mean
and variance of the wavelet coefficients under Haar Wavelet domain. The pi parameter
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Figure 3.1: Framework of adaptive sampling & reconstruction.
introduced in Equation (2.11) is used to estimate posterior mean and variance, and will be
updated in the following process. Once the posterior mean and variance are obtained,
Measurement determination chooses optimal measurements to maximize the posterior
variance. The measurement of the maximal posterior variance can diminish the sensing
field uncertainty to the most extent. However, the moving cost has to be considered.
Motion planning makes a trade-off between measurement importance and sensor motion,
and confirm the position of the next measurement from a few candidate ones. The new
measurement is collected after the motion is confirmed and accomplished. Parameter
update generates more accurate parameters given all the existing measurements. Accurate
pi would result accurate measurement inference. Each of the four-step iterations ends up
with a new row added into the measurement matrix Φ and a new measurement added into
the measurements set y. In the next iteration, all the computation is based on the newly
generated Φ and y. The sampling iteration terminates, once enough measurements are
collected. Signal is then reconstructed.
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3.3.1 Initial Random Measurements
Nothing can be inferred or optimized without initial information. Before the mobile
system runs the adaptive sampling algorithm, an initial measurement set has to be
collected. Based on the compressive sensing theory, this portion should be random.
This initial set of measurements can be used to recover the entire scene, however, the
reconstruction performance could be very coarse. The following four parts help to improve
the reconstruction.
3.3.2 Estimation of the Posterior Mean and Variance
In the compressive sensing model, condensed measurements are collected, leaving the
unknown sensing field filled with uncertainty. The uncertainty indicates a state that has
limited knowledge to exactly describe an existing state. In this case, it is a lack of
measurements to represent the target sensing field x. With the knowledge of a measurement
set y, we have the uncertainty of x at certain level. A new measurement can result in
describing the sensing field more accurately, meaning that it can reduce the uncertainty to
some extent. The most informative measurement exactly indicates the measurement that
can diminish the uncertainty to the most extent. Given a set existing measurements, this
section shows how to estimate the sparse representation s , and Section 3.3.3 shows how to
determine the most informative measurement accordingly.
To estimate the signal x in the statistical model, it is important to infer the mean
and variance. In the compressive sensing system, the sparse representation s (wavelet
coefficients) is subject to multivariate Gaussian distributions. Given a measurement set
y, the posterior distribution of s is
p(s|y,α,α0) = p(y|s,α,α0)p(s|α,α0)p(y|α,α0) =
p(y|s,α0)p(s|α)
p(y|α,α0) (3.1)
where α = {α1,α2...αN}, and αi corresponds to the Gaussian precision of each Wavelet
coefficient. p(y|s,α0) and p(s|α) are Gaussian distributions from Equation (2.9) and
Equation (2.6). p(y|α,α0) is a likelihood function for α and α0, being given
L (α,α0) = p(y|α,α0) =
∫
p(y|s,α0)p(s|α)ds (3.2)
= (2pi)−
N
2
∣∣∣∣ Iα0 +ΦA
−1ΦT
∣∣∣∣exp{ Iα0 +ΦA
−1ΦT}
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Since the three distributions in Equation (3.1) p(y|s,α0), p(s|α), and p(y|α,α0) are known,
the posterior distribution of s can be calculated. Given a set of measurements y, s is subject
to conditional Gaussian distributions with posterior mean and variance that is s|y,α,α0 ∼
N(µ,Σ), yielding
µ = α0ΣΦT y (3.3)
Σ =
(
α0(ΦΨT )T ΦΨ+A
)−1 (3.4)
where A = diag(α1,α2...αN).
With the posterior mean and variance calculated, it is worth noting that the parameters
in Equation (3.2), which is a likelihood function, can be optimized in order to infer new
precisions given the posterior mean and variance. To optimize parameters in Equation (3.2)
is to maximize L (α,α0), so that the best α and α0 can be found for the distribution. This is
known as the type-II maximum likelihood, and can be implemented through differentiation,
being given in [115]. The new parameters yield:
αnewi =
γi
µ2i
(3.5)
1/αnew0 =
||y−Φµ||22
N−∑γi =
||y−Φµ||22
∑pii (3.6)
where γi = 1− αiΣii. An iterative algorithm can be executed by alternating between
Equation (3.3) (3.4) and Equation (3.5) (3.6). The convergence is very fast, and αi
becomes large for zero or small wavelet coefficients.
As stated in Section 2.2.3, signals have special associations between adjacent scales in Haar
Wavelet representation, suggesting that the parameter α can be further optimized. From
Equation (2.10), it can be seen that the wavelet structure can be imposed to the variance.
Thus, the same structure can be imposed to Equation (3.5), resulting
1/αnewi = (1−pii)ε
µ2i
γi
+pii
µ2i
γi
(3.7)
The iterative algorithm has been changed to alternating between Equation (3.3) (3.4) and
Equation (3.7) (3.6). The posterior mean and variance can be approximated with a few
iterations. For the consideration of computation time, 5 iterations have been used, and α0
and αi are initially set 0. Thus, given any set of measurements, the posterior mean and
variance of the original signal can be estimated.
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3.3.3 Measurement Determination
With the estimation of posterior mean and variance, new measurements are to be
determined to achieve local information maximum. In the compressive sensing model, the
basic procedure to determine a new measurement is to add a new row to the measurement
matrix Φ, such that the resulting measurement would have the maximal information
amount. The maximal information amount indicates diminishing the uncertainty to the
most. In the following description, the derivation of information amount will be shown.
Suppose as a time instant, k measurements have been collected with the given measurement
matrix Φ = [φ T1 ,φ T2 · · ·φ Tk ]T . The aim in this step is to determine a new row φk+1 and add
it into the measurement matrix Φ. The latest mean and covariance of s are computed given
new α and α0
µnew = αnew0 ΣΦT y (3.8)
Σnew =
(
αnew0 (ΦΨT )T ΦΨ+Anew
)−1 (3.9)
where Anew = diag(αnew1 ,αnew2 ...αnewN ).
The potential new measurement is supposed to be yk+1. It is Gaussian distributed, and its
mean and variance can be calculated according to Equation 2.9.
yk+1 ∼ (φk+1ΨT µnew,Var(yk+1)) (3.10)
where Var(yk+1) = φk+1ΨT Σnew(φk+1ΨT )T . With mean and variance, the information
amount of yk+1 can be quantified by its differential entropy
H(yk+1) =−
∫
p(yk+1) log p(yk+1)dy = ln(
√
2pieVar(yk+1)) (3.11)
The larger the H(yk+1) is, the more information it contains. The most informative
measurement projection φk+1 is found by maximizing this quantity
ˆφk+1 = argmaxφk+1 H(yk+1) (3.12)
which is the locally optimized measurement. There might be millions of new row forms.
It is impossible to go through all of them and determine an optimal one. The candidate
new measurements are chosen from a pre-designed library of a small number of elements,
subject to the particular sensing pattern of mobile robotic sensors used.
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The differential entropy maximization problem of a Gaussian variable can be simplified as
to maximize its variance. In such case, it is exactly to maximize Var(yk+1). It implies
that the information amount of a potential measurement can be explained in terms of
its variance. This also explains the relationship between the uncertainty and the most
informative measurement.
3.3.4 Motion Planning
Measurements have to be determined not only subject to the maximal posterior variance but
also the moving cost from current position to the newly determined measurement position.
Based on the description in Section 3.3.3, the most informative measurement is determined
as the local optimum. However, it would be wasteful if the mobile sensor go back and forth
to collect measurements. To plan the motion of a mobile sensor, the moving cost should be
considered. Not the most informative measurement is collected, but the one which strikes
the balance between information content and moving cost. Thus, Equation (3.12) should
be changed by adding a moving cost item.
ˆφk+1 = argmaxφk+1 (H(yk+1)−ωC(φk,φk+1)) (3.13)
where the first item remains the same as Equation (3.12), and the second item represents the
moving cost. C(·, ·) is a function indicating the moving cost between the two measurement
positions, and C(φk,φk+1,i) represents the moving cost from current sensing position to the
next one. ω is a weighted factor that is used to achieve a proper ratio for these two items.
In plane areas, the moving cost is usually proportional to the moving distance. However,
in the real applications, many other factors have to be considered, including mobile sensor
turning, obstacles, collisions, etc. In the simulation, we fairly assume the moving cost is
proportional to the moving distance.
3.3.5 Parameter Update
The paradigm shown in Figure 3.1 contains four major parts for each loop with parameter
update at last. The parameter pii indicates whether the wavelet coefficient is significant or
not. The aim to update pi is to approximate the distribution of s more accurately. It includes
pii for each wavelet coefficient. The concept of conjugate prior is used to estimate variables
more accurately with known samples [125]. Beta distribution is the conjugate prior of a
binomial distribution given some existing samples.
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The update of parameter pii uses all the αi generated in prior loops. Supposing at the kth
loop, there are k− 1 sets of αi that can be used to to estimation pii, denoting as αnew( j)i ,
j = 1 . . .k−1. The pi parameters are updated by
p(pi0i |−) = B(ei00 +∑
j
1(αnew( j)i ≪ In f ,αnew( j)pa(i) = In f ),
f i00 +∑
j
1(αnew( j)i = In f ,αnew( j)pa(i) = In f )) (3.14)
p(pi1i |−) = B(ei10 +∑
j
1(αnew( j)i ≪ In f ,αnew( j)pa(i) ≪ In f ),
f i10 +∑
j
1(αnew( j)i ≪ In f ,αnew( j)pa(i) = In f )) (3.15)
p(piri |−) = B(eir0 +∑
j
1(αnew( j)i ≪ In f ),
f i10 +∑
j
1(αnew( j)i = In f ,)) (3.16)
where 1(x) denotes an indicator function. 1(x) = 1 for true statement x, and 0 otherwise.
For example, 1(αnew( j)i ≪ In f ,αnew( j)pa(i) = In f ) in Equation (3.14) indicates the Wavelet
coefficient si is significant (αnew( j)i ≪ In f ), and its parent spa(i) is insignificant (αnew( j)pa(i) =
In f ). e and f are prior hyperparameters for Beta distributions. The parameter initialization
and setup have been discussed in [118].
3.3.6 Signal Reconstruction
Iterations containing the above four steps carry on until enough measurements are
collected. Signals are reconstructed given measurements including initial random
measurements and adaptive measurements. All the existing measurements consist the
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measurement set Y for the compressive sensing model. Reconstruction is executed based
on the method addressed in [118].
3.4 Experimental Results
In this section, both simulation and experiment are presented using the sampling method
addressed in this chapter. In the first simulation, average reconstruction performance
is evaluated by comparing reconstructed signals with original signals. In the second
simulation, a particular simulation is given, Great Lakes ice cover reconstruction. Moving
cost is evaluated by comparing adaptive measurements and random measurements, and the
experiment is compared with another adaptive sampling method. All the computations in
this section were performed using Matlab run on a server with two Intel Xeon 5130 CPUs
working at 2G and 8G DDR2 memory. In the experiment, a real application is carried on,
which reconstructs a 2-D map.
3.4.1 Average Performance
To evaluate the average performance, we reconstruct a gray scale image in Figure 3.2(b).
The image consists of 32 by 32 pixels, ranging from 0 to 255. Measurements are collected
in both adaptive way and random way. The experiments are repeated many times for the
average performance. All measurements are collected in the spatial domain and assumed
3×N(0,1) measurement noise. Suppose the original image in Figure 3.2(b) is x, each
measurement can be represented as yi = φix = φiΨT s, where s is the 2-D wavelet transform
of the original image. We assume a mobile sensor is equipped with a single-pixel imaging
sensor [97]. It covers a small area of 5 by 5 pixels, generating a measurement as a linear
combination of these 5 by 5 pixels each time. In each row of the measurement matrix φi,
there exists only 5× 5 = 25 non-zero entries. The coefficients of the combinations are
drawn from a standard Gaussian distribution with 0 mean and 1 variance. To evaluate the
reconstruction performance, reconstruction error is introduced as ||xrec− x||2/||x||2, where
x and xrec represent original and reconstructed signals separately.
The original image and reconstructions of different ratios of adaptive measurements are
shown in Figure 3.2. The blue curve indicates the reconstruction error of the random
measurements, where the total percentage is shown in the figure. As discussed in 3.3, a
small number of initial random measurements is collected to perform the adaptive sampling
method. The red curve in Figure 3.2(a) is generated by choosing 250 (about 24%) random
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(a) Reconstruction error comparison curves.
(b) Original image. (c) Reconstruction error 0.104. (d) Reconstruction error 0.127.
Figure 3.2: Reconstruction error comparison.
measurements at the very beginning, and adaptive measurements as the rest. Each point on
the curves is generated by averaging 50 repeats.
Figure 3.2(c) shows the reconstruction result of 200 adaptive measurements collected
one by one and 250 random measurements as a basic portion. Figure 3.2(d) shows
the reconstruction result of 450 random measurements. The reconstruction errors are
0.104 and 0.127 separately. As discussed in Section 3.3, reconstructions with adaptive
measurements outperform, and the reconstruction can be obviously improved when
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measurement percentage is relatively small. As measurement percentage increases, the
error becomes very tiny, and the impact of adaptive measurements is not that significant.
3.4.2 Sampling & Reconstruction of Great Lakes Ice Cover
In the second experiment, a potential application is discussed, that is, to sample and
reconstruct the ice cover of Great Lakes. The ice cover of Great Lakes has great impacts on
many aspects of life, including fishing industry, commercial shipping, potential flooding,
etc. As an important indicator of regional climatic conditions, research work on ice cover of
the world’s largest freshwater surface has been paid a huge amount of effort. Most current
research work on ice cover monitoring is based on satellite radars with high resolution.
However, to explore more details of the ice cover over Great Lakes, it has to be sensed in
short range, and some specific areas may be required special emphasis.
Figure 3.3: Great Lakes ice cover RGB image.
In this part of simulation, we fairly assume to monitor the Great Lakes ice cover using
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Figure 3.4: Reconstruction of gray scale image.
Figure 3.5: Lake Superior ice cover.
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a mobile robotic sensor (UAV). Restricted by our experimental equipments, we only did
simulations based an NOAA image. Figure 3.3 shows the ice cover scenario of Great
Lakes from NOAA web site 1. In this simulation, it is supposed that a UAV can fly over the
Great Lakes area and reconstruct the ice cover. To simplify the situation, the ice cover
image in gray scale is used. The overall image is in the size of 576 by 448. In this
scenario, the UAV explores the Great Lakes block by block with the size of 32 by 32.
In each block, 200 random measurements are initially generated, and 200 more adaptive
measurements sequentially determined and collected given existing measurements. Once
enough measurements are collected for each block, a reconstruction algorithm is run to
recover the ice cover image of current block. Then the UAV moves to next block and
repeats the precess.
Figure 3.4 shows the reconstructed ice cover based on the algorithm addressed in this
paper. In this gray scale figure, the pixel value ranges from 0 to 255. The reconstruction
error is 0.2204 under the assumption that there is no measurement noise. The moving
cost is evaluated in this experiment. It is calculated under two conditions, totally random
measurements, and optimal measurements with motion planning. Moving cost is calculated
for each 32 by 32 block on average. Random measurements have the moving cost of
(2.65×103), while optimal measurements with motion planning have significantly smaller
moving cost (0.80×103).
At last of this simulation, our adaptive sampling method is compared with the two step
adaptive sampling method addressed in [5]. In this part, we suppose to reconstruct the ice
cover of Lake Superior as shown in Figure 3.5. In this scenario, gray scale image with
the size of 128 by 256 is generated, whose pixel value ranges from 0 to 255. Gaussian
noise is added into the measuring process to approximate real measuring situations. Each
measurement is added 5×N(0,1) noise for both methods. To implement adaptive sampling
method in [5], 50% measurements are collected in total, with 25% for the coarse survey and
25% for the refinement. For the adaptive sampling method in this paper, the same amount
of total measurements are collected, that is, 25% random measurements and 25% adaptive
measurements. After reconstruction, the method addressed in this paper performs a little
better with the reconstruction error 0.2758, while the other one has error of 0.3541.
1http://coastwatch.glerl.noaa.gov/overview/cw-overview.html#FIG1.5
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3.4.3 Indoor Mapping, a Practical Application
In this section, a real application has been carried out, where a mobile sensor is used for
indoor mapping. A PIONEER 3-AT 2 robot with an LMS200 3 range finder is used to
explore the 8th floor hallway of EERC Building at Michigan Technological University
and generate a binary map, where doors for all rooms are closed. The mobile robotic
sensor setup is shown in Figure 3.6. In this application, an embedded computer is used
instead of the onboard computer on P3-AT to provide more computation capability, where
MATLAB is running. Programs are started by remote control through wireless network,
and the mobile sensor can automatically and adaptively move and generate the map.
This application carries on based on the adaptive sampling algorithm, and follows the
steps as addressed. Due to the feature of mapping and mobile robots, experimental steps
are slightly modified in this practical scenario, as shown in Algorithm 1. Mobile sensor
will sample and reconstruct the unknown area block by block, and localize itself in the
environment at the same time.
Figure 3.6: P3-AT robot with LS200 range finder.
2http://www.mobilerobots.com/researchrobots/p3at.aspx
3https://www.mysick.com/eCat.aspx?go=FinderSearch&Cat=Row&At=Fa&Cult=English&FamilyID=344&
Category=Produktfinder&Selections=50696,34243
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm for mobile compressive sensing
A. Sampling and reconstructing signals
B. Sparsity analysis
C. Adaptive movement
D. Image Stitching
E. Repeat A, B, ,C and D until it is done
3.4.3.1 Sampling and Reconstruction
An indoor environment is modeled as a 2D map with certain grids, m =
{
mα ,β
}
, where
(α,β ) is the coordinates. mα ,β = 1 indicates the grid is occupied, while mα ,β = 0 means
free. For example, the hallway is free and the wall is occupied. We first adopt the normal
approach of compressive sensing to sample and reconstruct the 2-D map, and then the
adaptive sampling method.
According to the compressive sensing theory, the map signal is sampled in spatial domain,
and recovered under Haar Wavelet domain, under which most natural signal is sparse. A
random projection is involved to sample the signal in compressive sensing, and a random
measurement matrix is generated as follows:
a). Reshape m to build a 1D vector of length N
b). Collect M random measurements from m, denoted as s
c). Build an M×N measurement matrix, Φ based on the measurement projections
Each of the measurements is a linear combination of the all elements in the sensing range
with only one coefficient equal to one and others zero. The measurement matrix Φ is
established by randomly sampling m under the spatial domain. Once the measurements are
collected, TV norm approach as shown in Equation (2.5) can be applied for recovery under
Haar Wavelet domain.
The aim to express the original signal in another domain is to make it sparse so that it
can be reconstructed. However, we have some interesting observations against this domain
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transform. First, signal is sampled under a sparse domain. What we reconstruct is a binary
map containing only 1 and 0 values. Each time the laser scanner is used to collect samples,
there exists only one clear curve separating 1 value and 0 value parts of the map apart.
Second, Haar Wavelet transition damages the sparsity actually. In spatial domain, the
map contains only two values 1 and 0, and they have clear boundary. However, under
Haar Wavelet domain, values of signal representation would vary in a relative big range,
leading that when we consider the sparsity of signal, much information would be neglected.
Moreover, when TV-norm method is applied to recover the map, which is to fill gaps of
signals, the domain we are concerned is the spatial domain rather than the wavelet domain.
Besides, measurements from LSM200 laser scanner can never be random due to the nature
of laser scanner readings.
2-D TV-norm reflects the consistency of a figure. If a sparse basis is selected to transform
the sensing data m into another domain for reconstruction, the 2-D TV-norm would account
for consistency of the signal under that sparse domain rather than the original signal under
spatial domain. Therefore, to take the best advantage of TV-norm, the signal should be
reconstructed directly by minimizing the 2-D TV-norm of m in the spatial domain. Note that
the mobile sensor used to rebuild the spatial map is laser scanner, which is a quite special
sensor that senses the environment by shooting a bunch of laser rays from the sensor with
equal angle interval. So random samples are not feasible to be covered. The measurement
matrix is designed as:
a). Reshape m to build a 1D vector of length N
b). Collect N measurements along rays emitted from the range finder
c). Generate an M×N measurement matrix, Φ according to measurement projections.
In the later method, sampling and reconstructing are different from those in the normal
compressive sensing method. Only one domain is selected in order to take better advantage
of TV-norm method; a particular sampling pattern is used rather than random projection to
suit to a particular sensor. In this application, a more efficient sampling and reconstructing
process is used. One reconstruction is considered as one block or one piece. Once done,
the mobile robot will move to somewhere else and do the same thing to reconstruct another
piece.
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3.4.3.2 Sparsity Analysis
After one piece of map is reconstructed, more samples are about to be collected to expand
the exploring and mapping. Existing sampled data will be analyzed to decide next sampling
locations. As discussed above, signal can be analyzed under another domain, where
differential entropy is maximized for new candidate measurements. This process usually
requires a lot of computation. For this indoor mapping application, the situation becomes
much easier.
?
Figure 3.7: Binary map in adaptive sampling experiment.
For an indoor environment, most areas are smooth like walls, and some areas contain doors
or at corner are relatively complicated. So for a 2-D mapping problem, we denote these
relatively complicated areas as the sparsity of the 2-D signal, which require more attention
to be paid. However, the sparsity would be different from the point of view of a mobile
sensor. Some areas, usually door or corner areas, would be blocked from mobile sensor
at different sensing positions. So the sparsity is redefined as blocked areas from mobile
sensors.
In this application analysis is very straightforward. Laser scanner shoots and receives
hundreds of lasers with one degree interval. Consistent returns indicate smooth areas,
while sudden jumps show the areas that deserve more samples. Figure 3.7 shows a piece
of binary map at one corner of the indoor environment, which can be covered by one laser
scanning. 181 laser readings are shown in Figure 3.8(a), and Figure 3.8(b) shows the the
sparsity clearly. For this scenario, the mobile sensor should move to position A and B to
scan the environment. Another two analysis examples are shown in Figure 3.9. In this
two examples, it clearly shows where the mobile sensor locates when sampling, where to
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(b) Difference of adjacent laser return pairs.
Figure 3.8: Totally 181 laser readings (red x) from the laser scanner
(located at blue o) with 1 degree interval are received. A and B in the
figure denote the areas requiring more samples. Unit for both the axes is
millimeter.
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collect additional samples, and which direction the mobile sensor should face.
After the analysis the 2-D problem has been simplified to a 1-D edge detection problem,
in which only the map contour is considered, when analyzing the sparsity. The sparsity
exactly reflects areas we want to apply the one step importance sampling. After new
samples are collected, the 2-D spatial map is updated, and then a new round sparsity
analysis and importance sampling would be applied.
3.4.3.3 Motion Planning
The sensing range of laser scanner used is 8 meters. It returns 8000 when out of its sensing
range. Denote Ei = {eij, j = 1,2, · · ·} as the set of these areas out of the sensing range in the
whole recovered map at sensing position pi. Denote Lki = {lik,k = 1,2, · · ·} as the sparsity
defined in last section for position pi. These two set are kept updated to Ei+1 and Li+1 as
long as the 2-D map are updated.
For an indoor hallway environment, we propose a straight line moving strategy, trying
to avoid unnecessary movement, and the mobile sensor makes turns at proper positions
to cover some sparsity areas. Our basic moving algorithm for mobile sensor is to move
to cover all the important areas Li and then move to the out-of-range areas Ei for more
exploration.
One problem should be addressed here, that is, a loop route is detected, which may damage
the tree structure. Compared with the existing map, it can be detected whether the mobile
moves to somewhere it has been. If so, the current branch would stop, and the mobile
sensor returns to the branch root. The moving strategy would go as shown in Algorithm 2.
3.4.3.4 Map Stitching and Error Correction
As the mobile sensor moves, pieces of reconstructed maps are generated, however, motion
errors are involved. In this section, a stitching methods is used to correct motion errors, so
that pieces of maps can be merged together.
Encoders of a mobile robot can provide some motion information including the distance
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(a) Laser returns analysis example 1. Unit: millimeter.
(b) Laser returns analysis example 2. Unit: millimeter.
Figure 3.9: Two additional laser return examples. Blue circle indicates
mobile sensor sensing position; red x marks laser returns; green circles show
the area requiring more measurements; triangle implies the next sensing
position and direction.
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Algorithm 2 Moving strategy
i = current
while Ei∪Li 6= /0 do
if Loop Detected then
End Branch ;U pdate Ei&Li
Continue
end if
if Current Branch is Done then
Return to Branch Root
Continue
end if
if Ei 6= /0 then
Go Straight to e ji and Cover Elements in Li
U pdate Ei&Li
Generate New Branch
else
Go Straight and Cover Elements in Li
U pdate Ei&Li
Generate New Branch
end if
end while
the robot has covered, the angle it has turned. However, encoders does not always provide
accurate information due to uneven wheels, slippy floors, or some enforced movement. If
maps are stitched according to the position information returned from robot, a blent or even
massing map would show. So in this section, we stitch pieces of maps together based on
the encoder feedback, and correct motion errors using a correlation-based method [126].
When we have a new piece of map reconstructed, a proper position should be found in the
exiting map. By comparing the overlap part between a new piece of reconstructed map and
the existing map, maps can be merged together. Define Ω as the whole existing map, and
ω(α,β ,θ) as a new piece of map, where α , β , and θ are the coordinates and orientation
parameters from robot, telling where this piece should be located in the whole map Ω.
Since these position information is not accurate, correction should be added to the location
information of ω(α,β ,θ) to correct the motion error. Let ω(α +∆α,β +∆β ,θ +∆θ) be
the corrected new piece, and S be the overlap part between ω(α + ∆α,β + ∆β ,θ + ∆θ)
and Ω. The corrected error can be obtained by
(∆a,∆b,∆θ) = argmin∑
i
(Ωi−ω(a+∆a,b+∆b,θ +∆θ)i)2 , i ∈ S (3.17)
where i indicated every grid of the overlap part.
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Figure 3.10: Binary map reconstruction.
In sum, compressive mobile sensing performs as a sequential process to move adaptively,
sample, reconstruct, and stitch spatial maps. Once all the maps are stitched together, the
2-D mapping for the indoor environment is done. A 2-D map reconstructed is shown in
Figure 3.10, where 27% samples have been used.
3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, an adaptive approach is proposed to sample and reconstruct a given sensing
field. This research work bases on a down sampling method compressive sensing, and
explores the statistical model, where the Wavelet structure is exploited. This algorithm is
designed for mobile sensors, and is categorized as a general method that can be applied
in many cases. With a small portion of measurements collected, the sampling cost has
been reduced. By maximizing the information amount of each measurement, the efficiency
of the algorithm is guaranteed. In the simulation, it has been justified better performance
compared with normal compressive sensing method and other adaptive sampling methods
that collect excessive measurements. In the mapping application, the proposed method has
been proved feasible in the real world.
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Chapter 4
Adaptive Sampling with Mobile Sensor
Networks1
Based on the adaptive sparse sampling algorithm addressed previously, this chapter extents
it to a much more complicated situation, mobile sensor networks. Adaptive sampling
methods for mobile sensor networks will be proposed, as well as the corresponding
real-time reconstruction for a scalar field of interest. The most informative measurements
will be determined and collected by analyzing all the information throughout the entire
mobile sensor network. Different from a single mobile sensor, collaboration between
networked sensors is playing a critical role. Besides measurement collection and signal
reconstruction, this chapter also presents information propagation, sensor fusion, network
motion, etc. At last simulation results will show the efficacy and efficiency of this approach,
where various scalar field are recovered. Number of measurements, path lengths, and
reconstruction errors are assessed.
4.1 Introduction
With the development of various underwater, ground and aerial robots for sensing
applications, mobile sensor networks are becoming more and more important in sampling
and recovering a certain sensing field. For example, underwater vehicles are investigated
[2] to adaptively determine and collect useful measurements by optimizing an objective
1 c©2012 IEEE. Portions reprinted with permission, from Shuo Huang and Jindong Tan, “Adaptive Sampling
Using Mobile Sensor Networks” , in Proceedings of IEEE International Conference on Robotics and
Automation, pp. 657 - 662, 2012. See Appendix for a copy of the copyright permission from IEEE.
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function. A mobile sensor network [6] is deployed on a lake to reconstruct the
temperature field of the lake surface. Vision-based UAVs collaborate to extract and match
environmental features for forest fire detection [127]. In all of these applications, it is
critical to efficiently planing the motion of the network according to the feature of the
sensing field. For instance, the most useful measurements are collected in [2, 6], which
are considered to diminish the sensing field uncertainty to the most. Particular features
have been captured [127], which can represent the target sensing field. These applications
suggest to determine and collect measurements that can best represent the target sensing
field. Those measurements are considered as the most informative measurements. The
way to maximize network utility efficiency is to actively determine measurements of high
information amount, i.e., only the most informative data in the sensing field is attractive.
It leads to a specific topic in sensing resource allocation using mobile sensor networks,
measurement evaluation, determination and collection.
To explore an unknown field using a mobile sensor network, many methods could be
used. Either uniform sampling or random sampling introduced by compressive sensing
could be fine. However, with a mobile sensor network, it becomes a motion planning
problem to cover all the pre-computed waypoints along the sensors path. The unique
feature of a mobile sensor network is its flexibility to reconfigure the network topology
in response to the sensing field. Sampling density and locations can be adjusted according
to sensing demands. Different areas of importance have been paid different attention For
example, rapid changing areas deserve high sampling density. However, the information
of the sensing filed is not known in prior, and therefore the sampling pattern can not be
pre-determined. As discussed in literatures [2, 6, 7, 128, 9], measurements should be
collected sequentially, and measurement distribution keeps changing as sampling proceeds.
Old measurements give feedback to determine new measurements, and new measurements
are collected to more accurately represent sensing fields. Networked mobile sensors
collaborate to determine new measurements by gathering and analyzing all the available
information through the network. The way for a mobile sensor network to actively respond
to the environment is to establish a feedback system, which can determine the most
informative measurements. This chapter will be discussing such an adaptive sampling
algorithm for mobile sensor networks, where networked mobile sensor deployed over
sensing field will collaborate and seek for the most informative measurements to represent
the target sensing field with a sparse representation.
4.2 Problem Formulation
Suppose a target sensing field to be reconstructed is X . By down sampling X by mobile
sensors, a set of condensed measurements can be acquired, denoted as Y . The projection
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is built as Y = ΦX , mapping target signal X from higher dimension to lower dimension.
With signal dimension reduced, it requires each measurement contains more information.
In this chapter, a mobile sensor network of nv sensors, denoting as vi, i = 1...nv, will
collaborate to collect the most informative measurements and recover an unknown sensing
field. These sensors are maintaining a connected graph which is defined as G. As the
networked sensors move, the graph will change dynamically. An important assumption is
made that communication links between mobile sensors are always reliable, and mobile
sensors are connected.
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Figure 4.1: An illustrative example of informative measurement collection
with mobile sensor networks. Networked mobile sensors deployed over
a scalar field. •: networked mobile sensors. : existing measurements.
· · · : network connections. ©: potential measurement determined given
information from v1. ∗: potential measurement determined given shared
information from the mobile sensor network.
In an mobile sensor network, sensors work parallel without timing synchronization when
collecting measurements. A sensor collects a new measurement when it can tell where
the most informative one is located. Suppose at time instant t, the sensor vi at position
pti is about to determine and collect a new measurement. The specific goal at time
instant t is to determine and collect a measurement yˆt+1i . This measurement should be
the most informative one given all the available information, including sensed data by
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itself and shared data from other networked sensors. Figure 4.1 intuitively explains the
informative measurement determination with network collaboration, where vi, i = 1...4 is
denoting networked sensors, and the sensor v1 is determining a new measurement. The
sensor collaboration can affect the efficiency of the network. The difference can be seen
between the measurement determined with and without network collaboration. In this
scenario, each sensor has limited awareness of the environment. Suppose v1 is aware of the
measurements within the small box. Without exchanging information with other sensors,
a potential measurement may be determined at ©, because it is the rapid changing area,
which deserves more measurements. This measurement is regarded the most informative
measurement. However, it differs if sensors collaborate to share information, as v1 can be
aware of what the mobile sensor network can observe, the large box area. With information
exchanged, v1 may determine the potential measurement at ∗, whose impact to sensing field
appears stronger, where the sensing field changing trend is changed. This measurement is
the most informative one in a more global view, which should contain more information
compared with the formerly determined one. It leads to the most important problem
encountered in the active sampling algorithm using a mobile sensor network, determining
the most informative measurements. Other problems include information fusion, network
motion, and real-time reconstruction.
Figure 4.2: Diagram of adaptive sampling algorithm.
The adaptive sampling proposed in this chapter is a feedback driven method using previous
measurements to guide mobile sensors to collect new measurements. Figure 4.2 outlines
the algorithm for each sensor in the mobile sensor network, supposed to be vi. Without any
knowledge of a target sensing field, a small number of random measurements are collected
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initially. The feedback loop starts with the measurement set, defined as Y ti,total , that is
generated by merging Y t−1i,total , shared information, and newly generated measurements in
previous loops. Sensors establish a network and fuse information in block A, generating
measurement set Y ti that can be used to determine new measurements. Block B determines
a set of measurement yˆt+1i,1 . . . yˆ
t+1
i,NI as the most informative ones given Y
t
i , where NI is the
number of informative measurements. Newly generated measurements are reevaluated, and
one of them is collected, denoted as yt+1i , after sensor motion in block C. It is sent to both
Y t+1i,total to update the measurement set and block D for partial signal reconstruction after
merged with Y ti .
A. Data sharing & sensor fusion: One of the advantages of mobile sensor networks
is networked sensors can share information with others. The aim to share data is to
increase the awareness of surrounding area, and it may result different new measurements
determined. It is a research problem to efficiently transmit data, avoiding communication
jam. Section 4.3.1 will address details on information sharing, including network graph
establishment, sensor localization, and information fusion.
B. Measurement determination: As the down-sampling method is used in this paper,
it requires every measurement contains as much information as possible. The specific
problem is to quantify and analyze the information amount and determine the most
informative measurements. In Section 4.3.2, the inference of target signal in a sparse
manner is addressed, and a metric measuring the information amount is defined to describe
sensing field uncertainties.
C. Network motion: With new measurements determined for a mobile sensor, it is a
practical problem to reach the designed positions. In Section 4.3.3, moving constraints will
be defined as to impose a minimum separation to avoid collision between mobile sensors
and a decentralized moving algorithm will be given.
D. Partial signal reconstruction: Compressive sensing transfers the burdens from
sampling to signal reconstruction. It is quite computation and time consuming to
reconstruct signals, especially for large scale signals. In Section 4.3.4, a partial signal
reconstruction scheme is proposed to save computation and time.
4.3 Adaptive Sampling with Mobile Sensor Networks
This section explains the adaptive sampling algorithm corresponding to Figure 4.2. This
algorithm is built on compressive sensing theory [4]. Compressive sensing reconstructs
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target signals from incomplete measurements. The target signal is supposed to be X with
the dimension of N×1. A measurement matrix Φ (M×N) projects the signal from higher
dimension (N) to lower dimension (M) with M < N, subject to Y = ΦX . This system
cannot be solved, since there are more unknown variables than equations. X can be sparsely
represented under a sparse domain Ψ, X = Ψ−1s. s is a sparse signal of dimension N× 1
with the sparsity K. There are only K significant entries in s, and N−K zero or very small
entries that can be ignored. Usually, the K is far smaller than the N and M. Therefore, the
basic compressive sensing equation is given
Y = ΦX = ΦΨ−1s (4.1)
After being sparsely represented under another domain, the system can be solved through
convex optimization, since the sparse s has less unknown entries than equations. Only K
unknown variables have to be dealt with rather N, thus reducing the signal complexity in
storing and transmitting. The Haar wavelet domain is used as the sparse domain in this
paper. In the following description, Ψ is exactly the Haar wavelet basis.
In this dissertation, the compressive sensing model can be explained in two aspects, global
and local model. The global compressive sensing model is shown in Equation (4.1) to
represent the entire sensing field. Yellow dots in Figure 4.3 are condensed measurements
collected by the mobile sensor network previously. If the entire sensing field is X , all
measurements in the figure correspond to Y in the global compressive sensing model in
Equation (4.1). The local compressive sensing model is applied on each sensor of the
mobile sensor network for measurement determination and signal reconstruction. Suppose
the sensor centered in the red box of Figure (4.3) is vi, located at pti. The red box marks the
local compressive sensing area. The target signal located in the red box is denoted as X ti at
time t instead the X in Equation (4.1), while measurements in the box correspond to Y ti in
the local model, yielding
Y ti = ΦtiX ti = ΦtiΨ−1sti (4.2)
where Φti is the measurement matrix for sensor vi at time t, and sti is the sparse
representation correspondingly. In this paper, we define the local compressive sensing
area (red box in Figure 4.3) as AtRB,i. The local compressive sensing above model is mainly
used when determining the most informative measurements. In reality, measurement noise
has to be added into the system, yielding
Y ti = ΦtiX ti +n0 = ΦtiΨ−1sti +n0 (4.3)
where n0 is the measurement noise, modeled as zero mean Gaussian variable with precision
α0, n0 ∼ N(0,α−10 ).
In compressive sensing, measurements are usually generated by random projections.
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Figure 4.3: An mobile sensor network deployed in a scalar field. Red dot:
sensors, green line: network connection, yellow dot: measurements.
Random projections indicate measurements have equal weights in the unknown sensing
field. However, in real applications, this may not be appropriate. For example, in a
scaler field, flat areas require less measurements, while rapid changing areas deserve more
measurements (informative measurements). This explains the adaptivity that is proposed
in this paper. The following sections will explicitly explain the proposed algorithm,
which uses an mobile sensor network to collect the most informative measurements and
reconstruct an unknown sensing field.
4.3.1 Data Sharing and Sensor Fusion
Using an mobile sensor network to explore an unknown area, sensors have to register
themselves with each other to maintain a uniform coordinate system. This part explains
sensor alignment and information fusion. To achieve energy efficiency, decentralized
algorithms are developed. Both of the two issues are based on an existing network, so
the first problem is to define the network topology. Figure 4.4 explains input, output and
detailed steps of block A in Figure 4.2, and the following part explains these three steps.
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A. Data Sharing & Sensor Fusion
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Figure 4.4: Data sharing diagram.
The first is to establish the network topology. The relative neighborhood graph (RNG)
[129] is used. With a number of nv mobile sensors vi, i = 1,2, ...,nv, the topology of the
mobile network can be defined as a bidirectional graph G(V,L), where V = {vi, i = 1...nv}
denotes the mobile sensors, and L = {Li, j} denotes the communication links. Li, j exists if
and only if sensor vi and v j are connected directly. The advantage of using graph definition
is to uniquely define the data sharing and information fusion process in mobile sensor
networks. Though a mobile sensor vi may connect with many others directly or indirectly,
it will only share data with its immediate neighbors vN(i) defined by graph G. This will
significantly reduce the communication cost and lower the impact of losing a sensor in the
mobile sensor network.
Sensors in a mobile sensor network have to precisely localize each other before exchanging
information; otherwise, information can never be fused. It would be easy to localize sensors
when GPS is available. For the scenarios without GPS, sensor localization algorithms are
developed. Imaging sensors equipped on mobile sensors can capture images that contain
invariant features in the sensing field. The invariant features are used to accurately localize
mobile sensors from each other mutually. If one or more invariant features are captured by
two sensor at the same time, indicating they have imaging overlap, they can localize each
other. Otherwise, there is no overlap, thus they cannot be localized. We are only interested
in the relative positions between clustered mobile sensors, where imaging overlap exists.
Define the links between two sensors with imaging overlap as OL = {OLi, j}, OL⊂ L. OLi, j
exists, if and only if vi and v j are directly connected and have imaging overlaps.
Scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) [130] is used to extract the invariant features in
different sensor coordinate systems. These features are regarded as references to fuse two
sensors together. Figure 4.5 shows a typical example of SIFT, where invariant features
can be extracted by both of the sensors, and have been highlighted. It becomes an image
stitching problem when localizing sensors with each other. An open source MATLAB
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toolbox 2 can extract features and match them. Then vi and v j can be localized in the same
coordinate system, either in the coordinate system of vi or v j. Each time network topology
is newly established, neighbor sensors defined by OL have to localize each other. To avoid
unnecessary fusion, an algorithm comes out as Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Neighbor sensor localization
Require: ∃OLi, j
Ensure: vi and v j are localized
while vi and v j have not been localized do
if i < j then
localize v j in vi’s coordinate system
else {i > j}
localize vi in v j’s coordinate system
end if
end while
Data sharing can be performed that each mobile sensor can share information with others by
transmitting its measurements with accurate positions. Data sharing only happens between
two sensors vi and v j, where OLi, j exists. A local data sharing scheme is developed.
One question has to be identified, that is, what to share. For sensor vi at position pti,
it will collect all the available information in AtRB,i from its neighbors, while for every
sensor v j, where OLi, j exists, it sends all its measurements located in AtRB,i to sensor vi.
vi will choose measurements located in AtRB,i from its measurement set and merge them
together with measurements sent from its neighbors. Suppose at time instant t, vi stores
measurements Y ti,total={yti,1, yti,2...yti,n_vit}, where n_vit is the measurement index. The block
2http://www.vlfeat.org/mdoc/mdoc.html
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Figure 4.5: SIFT example.
output illustrated in Figure 4.4 (Y ti ) can be retrieved
Y ti =
{
yti,k| k = 1...n_vit,yti,k ∈ AtRB,i
}∃OLi, j⋃
j
{
ytj,k| k = 1...n_v jt,ytj,k ∈ AtRB,i
}
(4.4)
where yti,k ∈ AtRB,i indicates the measurement yti,k is located in AtRB,i. The measurement
set Y ti,total is updated as Y ti,total = {yti,1,yti,2...yti,n_v jt}
⋃
Y ti The measurement set Y ti fits the
local compressive sensing model in Equation (4.3), and will be used to determine new
measurements.
4.3.2 Determining the Most Informative Measurement
This section deals with the problems on how to determine the new measurements by
quantifying and maximizing the information amount. A mobile sensor vi determines
the most informative measurements given the measurement set Y ti within the surrounding
area AtRB,i. Local compressive sensing model in Equation (4.3) is applied. In the local
compressive sensing model, condensed measurements are collected, leaving the unknown
sensing field filled with uncertainty. The uncertainty indicates a state that has limited
knowledge to exactly describe an existing state. In this case, it is a lack of measurements
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to represent the sensing field X ti defined in the AtRB,i area. With the knowledge of Y ti , we
have the uncertainty of X ti at certain degree. A new measurement within AtRB,i can result
in describing the sensing field more accurately, meaning that it can reduce the uncertainty
to some extent. The most informative measurement in this paper exactly indicates the
measurement that can diminish the uncertainty to the most extent. In the same domain
where measurements are collected, it is difficult to analyze the uncertainty, because the
impact of a potential measurement is unknown. Thus, in this section, a sparse domain is
used when analyzing the uncertainty, which is the Haar wavelet domain in Equation (4.3).
Corresponding to the block B in Figure 4.2, Figure 4.6 explains the how to determine the
most informative measurement by two steps, which express the uncertainty under a sparse
domain and choose a measurement that can maximizes it.
B. Measurement Determination
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Figure 4.6: Measurement determination diagram.
Based on the local compressive sensing model in Equation (4.2), statistical features are
studied. sti is a sparse signal, which is a sparse representation of X ti . The statistical features
of a sparse signal have been well studied in [115], where sti is modeled as a multiple
Gaussian distribution.
sti ∼ N(µ ti ,Σti) (4.5)
If a zero covariance sti exists, sti is certain, so is the signal X ti from the linear relationship in
Equation (4.2). Otherwise, the covariance Σti indicates the extent of uncertainty. Define a
potential measurement as yˆt+1i with its row vector projection ˆφ ti , which would be a potential
new row of Φti. The goal in this part is exactly to find ˆφ ti that can reduce the uncertainty to
the most. Therefore, the first step is to infer mean µ ti and covariance Σti from incomplete
measurements Y ti in Figure 4.6, and the second step is to determine ˆφ ti by maximizing the
differential entropy of yˆt+1i .
The inference of µ ti and Σti of sparse signals have been studied in [115]. yˆt+1i can be written
as Gaussian in terms of µ ti and Σti
yˆt+1i ∼ N
(
ˆφ t+1i Ψ−1µ ti , ˆφ t+1i Ψ−1Σ( ˆφ t+1i Ψ−1)T
) (4.6)
This indicates the potential measurement can be inferred from the sparse representation.
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Given a measurement set Y ti , the posterior distribution of sti is given
p(sti|Y ti ,α,α0) =
p(Y ti |sti,α0)p(sti|α)
p(Y ti |α,α0)
(4.7)
where α = {α1,α2...αN}, and N is the dimension of sti. αk, k = 1...N corresponds to the
Gaussian precision of each entry in sti, and α0 is measurement noise as shown in Equation
(4.3). p(sti|α) is Gaussian distribution from Equation (4.5). p(Y ti |sti,α0) is generated given
sti, N(ΦtiΨT sti,α
−1
0 I). p(Y
t
i |α,α0) is a likelihood function for α and α0, being given
L (α,α0)=p(Y ti |α,α0)
=
∫
p(Y ti |sti,α0)p(sti|α)dsti (4.8)
=(2pi)−
N
2
∣∣∣∣ Iα0 +ΦA
−1ΦT
∣∣∣∣exp{ Iα0 +ΦA
−1ΦT}
where A = diag(α1,α2...αN). Since the three distributions in Equation (4.7) are known, the
posterior distribution of sti can be calculated. Given a set of measurements Y ti , sti|Y ti ,α,α0 ∼
N(µ,Σ) with posterior mean and variance, yielding
µ ti = α0Σti(ΦΨ−1)TY ti (4.9)
Σti =
(
α0(ΦΨ−1)T ΦΨ−1 +A
)−1 (4.10)
With the posterior mean and variance calculated, it is worth noting that the parameters
in Equation (4.8), which is a likelihood function, can be optimized in order to infer new
precisions given the posterior mean and variance. To optimize parameters in Equation (4.8)
is to maximize L (α,α0), so that the best α and α0 can be found for the distribution. This is
known as the type-II maximum likelihood, and can be implemented through differentiation,
being given in [115]. The new parameters yield:
αnewk =
γk
(µ ti )2k
(4.11)
1/αnew0 =
||Y ti −ΦtiΨ−1µ ti ||22
N−∑Nk=1 γk
(4.12)
where γk = 1− αkΣkk. An iterative algorithm can be executed by alternating between
Equation (4.9) (4.10) and Equation (4.11) (4.12). It converges very fast, and αk becomes
large for zero or small entries of sti. Suppose the iteration number is Niter. α0, αk, and Niter
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will be set initial values in simulations.
Once the distribution of sti is calculated, it would be an easy task to infer the new
measurement yˆt+1i , subject to
yˆt+1i = ˆφ t+1i Ψ−1sti (4.13)
The only unknown factor is ˆφ t+1i , which is going to be a new row added into the projection
matrix. To calculate the ˆφ t+1i is a maximization problem. The information amount of the
new measurement yˆt+1i can be quantified by its differential entropy
H(yˆt+1i ) =−
∫
p(yˆt+1i ) log p(yˆ
t+1
i )dy (4.14)
The larger this quantity is, the more information it can contain. The desired measurement
can be determined by maximizing
ˆφ t+1i = argmaxφ H(yˆ
t+1
i ) (4.15)
which is the locally optimized measurement. The distribution of yˆt+1i can be calculated
from Equation (4.13)
yˆt+1i ∼ N( ˆφ t+1i ΦT µ,Cy) (4.16)
where Cy = ˆφ t+1i ΦT Σ(φnextΦT )T . This maximization problem can be simplified as to
maximize Cy, which is exactly the variance of the potential measurement. It implies
that the information amount of a potential measurement can be explained in terms of
its variance. This also explains the relationship between the uncertainty and the most
informative measurement. In this section, a few measurements of the most information are
determined, {yˆt+1i,1 . . . yˆt+1i,NI}, where NI is the number of potential informative measurements.
One of these measurements will be chosen and collected by leveraging the moving cost in
the next section.
4.3.3 Network Motion
In the above description, NI most informative measurements have been determined. Figure
4.7 explains how to plan motion and collet measurements. One of these measurements
will be collected by the sensor vi. It has to be determined not only subject to the maximal
information amount but also the moving cost from current position to the newly determined
measurement position. After being reevaluated, one measurement is chosen. vi will move
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Figure 4.7: Motion control diagram.
to collect that measurement. During the movement, it has to avoid any possible collision
with other sensor in the mobile sensor network.
To reevaluate the newly determined measurements, Equation (4.15) should be changed by
adding a moving cost item.
ˆφ t+1i = argmaxφ
(
H(yˆt+1i )−ωC(φ ti , ˆφ t+1i )
) (4.17)
where the first item remains the same as Equation (4.14), and the second item represents the
moving cost. C(·, ·) is a function indicating the moving cost between the two measurement
positions, and C(φ ti , ˆφ t+1i ) represents the moving cost from current sensing position to the
next one. ω is a positive weighted factor that is used to achieve a proper ratio for these
two items. This parameter can adjust the relationship between the information amount
of measurements and power consumption. Small ω indicates the emphasis on information
amount, while large ω is used when moving cost is dominant. In the real applications, many
other factors have to be considered, including mobile sensor turning, obstacles, collisions,
etc. Different types of sensors have different moving cost. In the simulation addressed
later, the moving cost will be defined.
Once one measurement is determined by leveraging sensor moving cost, it is time to move
sensor to collect that particular measurement. The only constraint is collision with other
sensors. The mobile sensor network keeps the d as the safety margin for sensors. At any
time t, the dynamic collision avoidance constraint is
||pti − ptj|| ≥ d ∀i, j ∈ {1, ...,nv : j 6= i} (4.18)
where ||pti − ptj|| is the real-time distance between mobile sensors indexed by i and j. In
the simulation, parameter d will be given. When vi achieve the designed position, the
measurement determined can be collected. The collected measurement is supposed to be
yt+1i . The newly generated y
t+1
i is sent to partial signal reconstruction, and the measurement
set of vi is then updated as Y t+1i,total = Y
t
i,total
⋃
yt+1i , which is used in a new round for block
A.
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4.3.4 Partial Signal Reconstruction
D. Partial signal reconstruction
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Figure 4.8: Partial signal reconstruction diagram.
To reconstruct signal from incomplete measurements is a time consuming procedure,
especially for large scale signals. In this section, signals are reconstructed in small scale.
Figure 4.8 shows the partial signal reconstruction. The newly collected measurement yt+1i
is added into Y ti to reconstruct the sensing field with in AtRB,i. In the reconstruction, the
local compressive sensing model is written as
[
Y ti
yt+1i
]
=
[
Φti
φ t+1i
]
X ti +n0 =
[
Φti
φ t+1i
]
Ψ−1sti +n0 (4.19)
Some existing reconstruction methods include l1 norm [89], basis pursuit [104], matching
pursuit [131], gradient pursuit [132], etc. For 2-D signals, an example is given to
reconstruct via total variation (TV) norm [88]. In this paper, a statistical method [118]
with efficient inference via Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling is used. Under
Haar Wavelet domain, signals appears not only sparse but also structured. The wavelet-tree
structure [112] provides a powerful tool to explore signal structure under Haar Wavelet
domain. Sparse signals have dependency between different Haar wavelet scales. By
exploiting wavelet structure, the method addressed in [118] is able to reconstruct signals
efficiently. Suppose the signal reconstruction is ˆX ti . ˆX ti is stored in sensor vi.
As the adaptive sampling algorithm carries on, a sensor vi in the mobile sensor network
stores reconstruction pieces ˆX1i , ˆX2i ... ˆX ti . These reconstruction pieces are merged together,
ˆXi = { ˆXτi |τ = 1 . . .t}. In ˆXi, some entries of X have been reconstructed multiple times, while
some are not even been covered. For the multiple reconstructed entries, mean values are
calculated. This is the reconstruction portion from sensor vi, which may just cover a small
area of the entire sensing field. Once the algorithm is terminated, all the reconstruction
pieces from the entire mobile sensor network are collected XREC = { ˆXτi |i = 1 . . .nv,τ =
1 . . .t}. Each entry of X should be recovered multiple times by the XREC. Suppose ˆXk in
the global compressive sensing model X and xˆti, j in the local compressive sensing model X ti
reflect the same pixel, thus denoted as k = f (i, j, t). The final reconstruction is generated
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by averaging all the reconstructed elements. Each entry of the reconstruction, ˆX , can be
calculated
xˆk = mean{xˆτi, j|i = 1 . . .nv,τ = 1 . . .t,k = f (i, j, t)} (4.20)
4.4 Experimental Results
(a) 2-D scalar field. (b) Measurement of v1.
(c) Measurement of v2. (d) Measurement of v3.
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Figure 4.9: Scalar field and measurement distribution. Red dots indicate
measurement locations.
In this chapter, an adaptive sparse sampling approach has been developed. A mobile sensor
network is used to collect measurements and reconstruct an unknown sensing field. Each
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measurement collected is particularly designed. The efficiency of this method falls into
the fact that each measurement is of great information amount to represent the target
sensing field. A 2-D scalar field in Figure 4.9(a) is used as the target sensing field to
be reconstructed. A small portion of the most informative measurements are collected by
a mobile sensor network to justify the method presented in this paper. Each measurement
is evaluated in sparse domain, and collected in spatial domain with the measuring noise
defined by n0.
We assume to use networked unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) to reconstruct a 2-D
temperature field on a 10km× 10km area. Each mobile sensor is equipped with imaging
sensor, which can capture invariant features and localize other sensors. Figure 4.9(a) shows
the sensing field with pixels being scaled between 0 and 255. Parameters are initialized.
The scalar field in Figure 4.9(a) is of resolution 256× 256. 2% initial measurements are
randomly taken, which is 2562×2% = 1311. A(t)RB(i) is 32×32, with sensor vi in the center
at time t. In Section 4.3.2, α0 and αk are initialized as 1, and Niter is 5. The moving cost,
in Section 4.3.3 C(φ ti , ˆφ t+1i ) is proportional to the distance, and small weighted factor ω is
used, which is set 10−6. The safety margin d is 10m.
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(a) Sensing field reconstruction with error
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Figure 4.10: Reconstruction performance with 8000 measurements.
In this simulation, a mobile sensor network of 10 sensors is deployed in the sensing field to
collect the most informative measurements and reconstruct the sensing field. They are
randomly deployed initially. Within the mobile sensor network, different sensors may
cover different portions after executing the method addressed in this paper. Figure 4.9(b)
shows all the measurements collected by sensor vi, which covers only a portion of the
sensing field. Figure 4.9(c) and 4.9(d) show the measurement distributions of another
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two sensors. Though none of the sensors in the mobile sensor network covers the entire
sensing field, they can collaborate to provide full coverage with certain overlaps. Each
sensor can real-time reconstruct its coverage of the sensing field with high fidelity, since
measurements are relatively concentrating. Signals reconstructed are merged together
every 1000 measurements collected by the entire mobile sensor network in this simulation.
Red curve in Figure 4.11 shows the reconstruction errors given different numbers of
measurements collected by the entire network. The reconstruction error between the
original signal X and reconstruction ˆX is defined as || ˆX − X ||2/||X ||2. Figure 4.10(a)
shows the reconstruction of Figure 4.9(a). The total measurement percentage, including
initial portion and informative portion is 2%+12.21% = 14.21%. The reconstruction error
of each sensing field pixel is shown in Figure 4.10(b), where each pixel is calculated by
||xˆk− xk||2/||X ||2× 2562, k = 1...2562. Only a very small portion pixels are not perfectly
reconstructed with the low percentage of measurements.
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Figure 4.11: Reconstruction performance comparison.
If the number of sensors in the mobile sensor network reduces to 1, the measurement
determination algorithm is still effective without network collaboration. We compare the
performance between a mobile sensor network of 10 sensors and 1 individual sensor in
reconstruction errors and path length. The reconstruction error curves are shown in Figure
4.11. These two curves share the same set of initial measurements. The reconstruction
by the mobile sensor network converges much faster. The path length curves are shown
in Figure 4.12, which is calculated at the same interval of reconstruction error. Sensor
trajectories are recorded in this simulation, and path length can be therefore accumulated.
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Figure 4.12: Path length comparison.
The total path length of entire mobile sensor network is shown versus the path length of the
individual sensor. Though there is no much difference in the path length curves between an
mobile sensor network and a individual sensor, the mobile sensor network outperforms a
lot in the reconstruction errors. This is exactly the efficiency of an mobile sensor network,
which can be summarized in two perspectives. First, the network can explore different
areas simultaneously resulting fast drop in the reconstruction error curve for the first several
thousand measurements. Second, shared information between mobile sensors gives more
accuracy in measurement prediction, which increases the fidelity of the inference of the
most informative measurements newly determined.
4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, an adaptive sampling mobile sensor networks is proposed to reconstruct
an unknown sensing field. Measurements are evaluated and optimized under a sparse
domain by information amount. Network collaboration has been emphasized, making
the measurement determination more robust. Networked sensors have been proven more
efficient compared with an individual sensor.
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Chapter 5
Development of Quadrotor UAV
The adaptive sampling algorithms have been developed for both single mobile sensors and
mobile sensor networks to reconstruct 2-D scenarios. To expand the proposed algorithm
to 3-D scenarios, this chapter will build a unmanned aerial vehicle(UAV) and develop
control algorithms. The proposed UAV is four-rotor micro aerial robot. This quadrotor is
a mechatronic system, whose four rotors provide forces for lift and control. Rhe quadrotor
differs a lot from the traditional helicopter that has one main rotor and one tail rotor. The
antitorque control mechanisms are different.
Traditional helicopters with a big rotor on top create torque when running, turning the
helicopter opposite. To eliminate the opposite rotation a vertical tail rotor is used for torque
compensation. However, the tail rotor compensation generates a sideways torque, which
has to be compensated by tilting the main rotor blades. Thus, the control of traditional
helicopters would be a complicated process. The quadrotor’s lift and control is relatively
simple. It has four propellers driven by four motors separately in a cross configuration.
Two more control input variables than traditional helicopters makes life easier.
The attitude control of quadrotor should be considered as the prerequisite to accomplish
other tasks, including target tracking, landing, etc. Many control systems have been
proposed. Conventional PD or PID control has been implemented in [133, 134, 135,
136, 137]. Specific model parameters are not required by a PID or PD structure, and
the control law is simple to implement. Lyapunov Theory control has been discussed
in [138, 139, 140, 141], according to which the asymptotical stability of the helicopter
can be ensured. Also, adaptive techniques [142, 143] provide good control performance
with uncertain parameters and unmodeled dynamics. Linear Quadratic Regulator based
control are presented in [136, 144]. Backstepping control is done in [145, 146, 147],
which guarantees the convergence of quadrotor internal states, however, requires quite
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a lot of computation. Dynamic feedback is implemented in some quadrotor projects
[148, 149], where the closed loop system control part is transformed into a decoupled,
controllable, and linear subsystem. Visual feedback control is also used; cameras or
visual sensors can be either mounted on the helicopter [150, 151, 152] or fixed on the
ground [153, 154]. Other types of quadrotor control include fuzzy techniques [155], neural
networks [156], reinforcement learning [157], etc. As existing literature has provided many
control mechanisms, this chapter is developing both software and hardware for quadrotor
control.
5.1 Quadrotor Kinematics and Dynamics
A quadrotor is a powerful mobile sensing platform. The moving flexibility enables the
quadrotor to fast respond to the environment for particular sensing demands. It carries
various types of sensors, collecting both environmental data and quadrotor flight data.
Figure 5.1 shows the quadrotor we developed with sensors built on. As shown in Figure
5.1 lasers, ultrasonics, IMU and reflective sensors collect different typys of information.
On board processors fuse sensed data and translate sensing demands to quadrotor motion
commands. To ensure an accurate and fast respond, quadrotor kinematics is addressed in
this section, starting with the analysis of quadrotor moving model.
Figure 5.1: Mobile sensing platform: quadrotor with various sensors built
on: lases range finder, ultrasonic, IMU, on board processor, and reflective
sensors (rotor speed reader).
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5.1.1 Quadrotor Kinematics
To describe quadrotor kinematics, it has to be defined in a coordinate system. A popular
method to define the quadrotor is Cartesian coordinate, where the x and y axis are along the
quadrotor levers, and the z axis is perpendicular to the x and y. Figure 5.2 illustrates this
situation with the moving direction along the x axis. In our design of Figure 5.1, cameras
would be installed between two levers later on. To ensure cameras facing the moving
direction, an X model is used as shown in Figure 5.3. z axis remains the same, while x
and y axis are rotated by 45 degrees. The position of quadrotor is defined by the vector
rT = {x,y,z} in the given earth frame as shown in Figure 5.3. By comparing the earth
frame and the quadrotor body-fixed frame, three Euler angles, Roll, pitch, and yaw, can be
defined as the rotation angles along the axis of the three axes separately, forming the angle
vector ΩT = {φ ,θ ,ψ}. These angles describes the attitude of the quadrotor and can be
directly controlled by rotor speed.
x
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-+
+
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pitch θ
roll Φ
yaw ψ
W2
W1
W4
W3
Figure 5.2: Quadrotor + model with roll, pitch, and yaw angles illustrated.
The kinematics of a quadrotor includes six degrees of freedom, three angles (φ , θ , ψ) and
three coordinates (x, y, z). Thus, the control of the quadrotor falls into two categories:
attitude control which is to control the three angles, and position control which is to
control the position coordinates. As shown in Figure 5.3, the roll movement is provided
by speeding rotor 1 and 3 up or down, and at the same time speeding rotor 2 and 4 down
or up. It leads to a rotation with the respect to x axis. The pitch movement is achieved
by increasing or decreasing the speed of rotor 1 and 4, and at the same time decreasing or
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Figure 5.3: Quadrotor X models with roll, pitch, and yaw angles illustrated.
increasing the speed of rotor 2 and 3. It leads to a rotation with the respect to y axis. The
yaw movement is provided by increasing or decreasing the speed of rotor 1 and 2, and at
the same time decreasing or increasing the speed of rotor 3 and 4. It leads to a rotation with
the respect to z axis. The z movement is provided by controlling the speed of all the four
rotors at the same time, which leads to a vertical force. x and y movements are based on
the tilt angles of pitch and roll separately. With a certain value of the tilt angle, the vertical
force pushes the quadrotor horizontally.
The control inputs that can directly affect the quadrotor angle and position are combinations
of the four rotors. A rotor can provide forces proportional to the square of its rotational
speed for both vertical thrust and horizontally rotation torque. Therefore, four artificial
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input variables are defined as follows:
U1=b1ω21 +b2ω22 +b3ω23 +b4ω24
U2=b1ω21 −b2ω22 +b3ω23 −b4ω24
U3=b1ω21 −b2ω22 −b3ω23 +b4ω24
U4=d1ω21 +d2ω22 −d3ω23 −d4ω24 (5.1)
where bi and di, i = 1,2,3,4, are the proportional factor of motor i for force and torque
separately. U1 denotes the thrust force applied to the quadrotor vertically. It directly
generates the movement along x, y, and z directions with corresponding tilt angles. U2
and U3 denote the forces which lead to the roll torque and pitch torque separately. U4
denotes the yaw torque. These four inputs are linear combinations of rotation speed square
of rotors. The control of the quadrotor is to design the control inputs Ui, i = 1,2,3,4, and the
rotor speed, which is equivalent to the speed control of rotors due to the linear relationship,
and the speed of the four rotors can be controlled by the onboard processor.
5.1.2 Quadrotor Dynamics
This part presents how a quadrotor responds to the system inputs defined previously.
Newton-Euler equations are used to illustrates a quadrotor dynamics. Newton’s equation
describes the impact of a force, while Euler’s equation illustrates a torque impact to
quadrotor body. The dynamics of the quadrotor can be summarized as two sets differential
equations, corresponding to force and torque. The force equations apply to the position
vector rT = {x,y,z}, and the torque equations apply to the angle ΩT = {φ ,θ ,ψ}. Given
an Euler angle vector ΩT = {φ ,θ ,ψ} between two frames, the transformation of from the
quadrotor body frame to the earth frame is given
R =

cψcθ cψsθ sφ − sψcφ cψsθ cφ + sψsφsψcθ sψsθ sφ + cψcφ sψsθ cφ − cψsφ
−sθ cθ sφ cθ cφ

 (5.2)
where c and s denote cos and sin functions separately.
On a quadrotor, forces applied include the gravity and thrust force U1 without considering
the body rotation. Thus, according to Newton’s law the first set of differential equations
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about three direction acceleration yield

x¨y¨
z¨

= g ·

00
1

−R ·U1
m
·

00
1

 (5.3)
x¨, y¨, and z¨ are the second order derivatives of the position of the quadrotor in the earth
inertial frame. g is the gravity, and g ·

00
1

 expresses the gravity in three directions. m
is the quadrotor mass, and R · U1
m
·

00
1

 indicates the U1 impact in the earth inertial frame.
Expanding Equation (5.3) can result three differential equations
x¨ =−(cosφ sinθ cosψ + sinφ sinψ)U1
m
(5.4)
y¨ =−(cosφ sinθ sinψ− sinφ cosψ)U1
m
(5.5)
z¨ = g− (cosφ cosθ)U1
m
(5.6)
Euler’s equations, describing rigid body rotation, involves the applied torques, moments
of inertia, and angular velocity. The second set of differential equations can be obtained
accordingly
τ =

Ix 0 00 Iy 0
0 0 Iz

 ·


¨φ
¨θ
ψ¨

+


˙φ
˙θ
ψ˙

×

Ix 0 00 Iy 0
0 0 Iz

 ·


˙φ
˙θ
ψ˙

 (5.7)
where τ is the total applied torques, and Ix, Iy and Iz are principal moments of inertia. The
total torque τ can be written as
τ =

LU2/
√
2
LU3/
√
2
U4

+ IR




˙φ
˙θ
ψ˙

×

00
1



g(U) (5.8)
where IR is the rotor inertia, L indicates the lever length of quadrotor, and g(U) =
ω1 + ω2 −ω3 −ω4. The first item in Equation (5.8) describes the total torque applied
to quadrotor body, and the second item is gyroscopic torques caused by rotor rotation.
Summarizing Equation (5.7) and (5.8), three differential equations about quadrotor angles
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can be acquired.
¨φ = ˙θψ˙
(
Iy− Iz
Ix
)
− IR
Ix
˙θg(U)+ L√
2Ix
U2 (5.9)
¨θ = ˙φψ˙
(
Iz− Ix
Iy
)
+
IR
Iy
˙φg(U)+ L√
2Iy
U3 (5.10)
ψ¨ = ˙θψ˙
(
Iz− Ix
Iy
)
+
1
Iz
U4 (5.11)
The entire dynamical model described in Equation (5.4), (5.5), (5.6), (5.9), (5.10), and
(5.11) can be written in the form of x˙ = f (x,u), where x is the vector of state variables.
xT = (x,y,z, x˙, y˙, z˙,φ ,θ ,ψ, ˙φ , ˙θ , ψ˙) (5.12)
Then the equations above can be rewritten as
x˙1=x4
x˙2=x5
x˙3=x6
x˙4=−(cosx7 sinx8 cosx9 + sinx7 sinx9)U1
m
x˙5=−(cosx7 sinx8 sinx9− sinx7 cosx9)U1
m
x˙6=g− (cosx7 cosx8)U1
m
x˙7=x10
x˙8=x11
x˙9=x12
x˙10=x11x12
(
Iy− Iz
Ix
)
− IR
Ix
x11g(U)+
L√
2Ix
U2
x˙11=x10x12
(
Iz− Ix
Iy
)
+
IR
Iy
x10g(U)+
L√
2Iy
U3
x˙12=x10x12
(
Iz− Ix
Iy
)
+
1
Iz
U4 (5.13)
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5.2 Quadrotor Control
As an advanced mobile sensor, the quadrotor should fast respond to the environment
for particular sensing tasks like target tracking. This requires both sensor measurement
processing and real-time flight control. By collecting and processing sensor data from
IMU, laser, camera, control tasks can be acquired. An elegant control mechanism adjusts
the quadrotor to achieve the control tasks.
The quadrotor system involves six degrees of freedom, including position and angle vectors
rT = {x,y,z} and ΩT = {φ ,θ ,ψ}. The control task has two aspects, stabilizing control and
moving control. The former one is to control variables z, φ , θ , and ψ , which is supposed
that the quadrotor is fixed at certain location x and y. The later one is to control variables
x, y, z, and ψ , which can be used for target and setpoint tracking. This chapter is mainly
focusing on the latter one.
As previously defined, four artificial control inputs are U1, U2, U3, and U4. In the stabilizing
control, the four control inputs are used to control variables z, φ , θ , and ψ . φ and θ
should always be kept as zero, and z and ψ should be maintained at certain values. In the
stabilizing, the position x and y are regarded invariant. In moving control, z and ψ control
remain the same, while position x and y are controlled instead of φ and θ . To be kept at
certain position x and y, angles φ and θ have to be adjusted all the time. In the quadrotor
model, it can be assumed that the tilt angle φ and θ are small, and changing smoothly.
Therefore, Equation (5.4, 5.5, 5.6, 5.9, 5.10, 5.11) can be simplified as
x¨ =−(θ cosψ +φ sinψ)U1
m
(5.14)
y¨ =−(θ sinψ−φ cosψ)U1
m
(5.15)
z¨ = g− (cosφ cosθ)U1
m
(5.16)
¨φ = L√
2Ix
U2 (5.17)
¨θ = L√
2Iy
U3 (5.18)
ψ¨ = 1
Iz
U4 (5.19)
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5.2.1 Stabilizing Control
The stabilizing control involves Equation (5.16), (5.17),(5.18), and (5.19). Each control
input will control an individual variable. In Equation (5.16), it is supposed that the only
control variable is U1, and φ and θ are constant. Let ˜U1 = g− (cosφ cosθ)U1/m, and we
have the z control equation expressed in the form of the artificial input ˜U1.
z¨ = ˜U1 (5.20)
where the angle φ and θ are considered constant while controlling z. Thus, the four
variables required in the stabilizing control have the same form,
x¨ = aU (5.21)
where a is a constant, U is the control input, and x is the control variable. For Equation
(5.20), (5.18), (5.17), and (5.19), a has different expressions separately, which can be
calculated using quadrotor parameters directly.
Xref
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Kd
+
+
error
Second order
system
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R(S) E(S) U(S)
X(S)
Figure 5.4: PD controller with Xre f as the control target.
The second order equation in Equation (5.21) can be controlled by a PD controller. Figure
5.4 shows the diagram of such a PD controller, where the equations in Laplace domain
include
U(S)
E(S)
= Kp +SKd (5.22)
X(S)
U(S)
=
a
S2
(5.23)
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E(S) = R(S)−X(S) (5.24)
The close loop system transfer function can be summarized as
X(S)
R(S)
=
S2
S2 +aKdS +aKp
(5.25)
where the parameters Kd and Kp can be adjusted in order to make all the poles at the left side
of the plane to ensure a stable system. Corresponding to Equation (5.20), (5.17), (5.18),
and (5.19), closed loop functions yield
XZ(S)
RZ(S)
=
S2
S2 +Kd,zS +Kp,z
(5.26)
Xφ (S)
Rφ (S)
=
S2
S2 +Kd,φ S +Kp,φ
(5.27)
Xθ (S)
Rθ (S)
=
S2
S2 +Kd,θ S +Kp,θ
(5.28)
Xψ(S)
Rψ(S)
=
S2
S2 +Kd,ψS +Kp,ψ
(5.29)
Thus, in the stabilizing control, eight parameters should be calculated and adjusted,
including Kp,φ , Kd,φ , Kp,θ , Kd,θ , Kp,ψ , Kd,ψ , Kp,z, and Kd,z, where for example, Kd,ψ
corresponds to aKd in Equation (5.25).
5.2.2 Moving Control
In the moving control, variables that need to be controlled include x, y, z, and ψ , where the
control of z and ψ are the same as in the stabilizing control. In the control of x and y, θ and
φ are immediate variables. By decoupling Eqation (5.14) and (5.15), we have
x¨new =−U1
m
φ (5.30)
y¨new =−U1
m
θ (5.31)
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where
x¨new = x¨ · sinψ− y¨ · cosψ (5.32)
y¨new = x¨ · cosψ + y¨ · sinψ (5.33)
By substituting variables, the control of x and y can be transferred to control xnew and ynew.
Thus, Equation (5.17), (5.18), (5.30), and (5.31) construct the position control equations in
four order
x
(4)
new =−U1
m
L√
2Ix
U2 (5.34)
y(4)new =−U1
m
L√
2Iy
U3 (5.35)
Both of the above equations are four order system, which has the form
x(4) = aU (5.36)
where x(4) indicates the fourth order derivative. A PID controller can handle a third order
system at most. In this case, a fourth order control system is designed. The control diagram
is shown in Figure 5.5. In the Laplace domain, we have
U(S)
E(S)
= K1 +K2S +K3S2 +K4S3 (5.37)
X(S)
U(S)
=
a
S4
(5.38)
E(S) = R(S)−X(S) (5.39)
The close loop system transfer function can be summarized as
X(S)
R(S)
=
S4
aK1 +aK2S +aK3S2 +aK4S3 +S4
(5.40)
To guarantee a stable system, poles have to be placed on the left plain in the Laplace
domain. Eight parameters should be tuned to place left plain poles for the two 4th order
system, including K1,x, K2,x, K3,x, K4,x, K1,y, K2,y, K3,y, K4,y. Corresponding to Equation
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Figure 5.5: A 4th order controller with Xre f as the control target.
(5.34) and (5.35), closed loop functions can be found
Xx(S)
Rx(S)
=
S4
K1,x +K2,xS +K3,xS2 +K4,xS3 +S4
(5.41)
Xy(S)
Ry(S)
=
S4
K1,y +K2,yS +K3,yS2 +K4,yS3 +S4
(5.42)
5.2.3 Speed Control
As quadrotor moves, speed limit has to be set. Speed limit is discussed under the quadrotor
frame, which corresponds to xnew and ynew. To setup speed limit is exactly to keep x˙new and
y˙new at constant values. Let Vx = x˙new and Vy = y˙new in Equation (5.34) and (5.35), and we
have the speed control equations in the third order
V (3)x =−U1
m
L√
2Ix
U2 (5.43)
V (3)y =−U1
m
L√
2Iy
U3 (5.44)
Both of the above equations are three order system, which has the form
x(3) = aU (5.45)
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where x(3) indicates the third order derivative. The control diagram is shown in Figure 5.6.
In the Laplace domain, we have
U(S)
E(S)
= K1 +K2S +K3S2 (5.46)
X(S)
U(S)
=
a
S3
(5.47)
E(S) = R(S)−X(S) (5.48)
Figure 5.6: A 3rd order controller with Xre f as the control target.
The close loop system transfer function can be summarized as
X(S)
R(S)
=
S3
aK1 +aK2S +aK3S2 +S3
(5.49)
Six parameters should be tuned to place left plain poles for the two 3rd order system,
including K1,vx, K2,vx, K3,vx, K1,vy, K2,vy, K3,vy. Corresponding to Equation (5.43 5.44),
closed loop functions can be found
Xvx(S)
Rvx(S)
=
S3
K1,vx +K2,vxS +K3,vxS2 +S3
(5.50)
Xvy(S)
Rvy(S)
=
S3
K1,vy +K2,vyS +K3,vyS2 +S3
(5.51)
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When the quadrotor flies, the two controller involving x and y alternates between moving
control and speed control. The control input U would choose whichever is smaller to
guarantee the speed limit.
Parameters related to stabilizing control, moving control, and speed control will be given
in the simulations, which include Kp,ψ , Kd,ψ , Kp,z, Kd,z, K1,x, K2,x, K3,x, K4,x, K1,y, K2,y,
K3,y, K4,y, K1,vx, K2,vx, K3,vx, K1,vy, K2,vy, K3,vy.
5.3 Hardware Setup
This section mainly focuses on hardware design of the quadrotor UAV. The overall
hardware architecture will be introduced, and important quadrotor components will be
explicated in details. For experimental use and field applications, a quadrotor could
equip with multiple sensors, including cameras, lasers, ultrasonics, inferred, IMU, etc.
Quadrotor control is the main topic in this chapter, only sensors related with UAV control
are equipped. As discussed, six variables are of our concern, including the position vector
rT = {x,y,z} and angle vector ΩT = {φ ,θ ,ψ}. x, y and ψ can be acquired from laser
scanner by locating invariant features in the environment. z can be collected from ultrasonic
sensor, and φ and θ can be exported by IMU module. Thus, only lasers, ultrasonics and
IMU have been set up onto the UAV, which are adequate for quadrotor control.
5.3.1 Hardware Architecture
Figure 5.7 shows the hardware architecture for quadrotor control. An onboard processor
plays the core role in the system, which is connected with different types of sensors.
Once the moving command is given, the onboard processor will translate the moving
command into PWM signals, and send to motor drivers. Then propellers rotate and move
the quadrotor. As the UAV moves, sensor readings may change accordingly. Onboard
processor receives new sensor readings, adjusts the moving demands and sends new PWM
signals to driver peopellers. This process iterates until the moving demand is achieved.
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Figure 5.7: UAV architecture.
Figure 5.8: IMU module.
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(a) IMU position 1.
(b) IMU position 2.
Figure 5.9: IMU module orientation displayed on PC screen.
5.3.2 IMU
The IMU sensor in Figure 5.8 used in this project is developed by Robotics Lab,
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Michigan Tech University. Sensors
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soldered on the IMU module include accelerometer 1, gyroscope 2, and magnetometers
3
. IMU sensors have accelerometers and gyroscopes built in, which tracks rotational
movements. Gyroscopes cannot provide an accurate orientation value due to the
accumulated gyroscope measurement errors. An accelerometer measures the earth’s
gravitational field, which can be used as an absolute reference. IMU with magnetometers
could locate absolute direction aligned by the earth’s magnetic field. Since the
magnetometers can be easily interrupted in an indoor environment, the quadrotor developed
in this chapter only uses accelerometer and gyroscope. Sensor fusion and filter algorithms
have been discussed in various literatures [158, 159, 160, 161, 162, 163, 164, 165, 166,
167, 168, 169]. Algorithm implemented into the IMU module is based on [170]. To test
the IMU module as well as the implemented algorithm, the module is connected to a PC,
where the IMU position could be displayed as three axis. Figure 5.9 shows two examples
of different IMU positions to justify the implemented algorithm is working.
5.3.3 Laser Scanner and Ultrasonic Sensor
Figure 5.10: Laser and ultrasonic sensors.
Laser 4 and ultrasonic 5 are installed on the top of the quadrotor UAV to ensure their sensing
is not blocked. The laser sensor can cover 240◦ semicircle with maximal detection distance
1LIS3LV02DL, http://www.st.com/internet/analog/product/127514.jsp
2ITG-3200, http://invensense.com/mems/gyro/itg3200.html
3HMC5843, http://www.sparkfun.com/products/9371
4URG-04LX http://www.hokuyo-aut.jp/02sensor/07scanner/urg_04lx.html
5MB1000 MaxSonar EZ0, http://www.maxbotix.com/products/MB1000.htm
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4000mm and angular sensing resolution 0.36◦. The accuracy of laser scanner is ±1%.
The ultrasonic sensor features 6.45m sensing range and 25.4mm resolution. It can detect
the distance between UAV and ceiling roof. Both of the sensors are suitable for indoor
environment, and they can send out sensed data through RS-232.
5.3.4 Motors and Propeller
Figure 5.11: UAV sitting on force and torque sensors.
Figure 5.12: UAV motor and propeller with reflective sensor installed.
The quadrotor UAV uses 12V battery, and motor driver module converts DC to three phase
AC to drive brushless motors. Each motor has a reflective sensor installed closely as shown
in Figure 5.12, which monitors the rotor speed and generates correspond PWM signals.
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(b) Motor drag torque measurement.
Figure 5.13: Motor force and torque v.s. rotation speed.
With the reflective sensors, onboard processor can easily control motors’ speed. As a motor
rotates, it has two effects: lift force along the rotation axis, and drag torque centered on the
mass point of the UAV. Experiments have been carried out to measure both the lift force
Figure 5.13(a) and drag torque Figure 5.13(b) for different rotation speeds. Experiment
setup is shown in Figure 5.11, where the quadrotor is sitting on torque and force sensors.
These force and torque data is used as lookup tables when determining motor speed from
system torque and force requirements. Based on the these figures, factors bi and di for
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i = 1,2,3,4 can also be calculated.
5.3.5 Onboard Processor
Figure 5.14: IMU module.
The onboard processing board 1 is shown in Figure 5.14, which has a ST M32F107 chip
built in. This embedded processor features 72MHz CPU speed, 256K flash and 64K RAM.
It is fast enough to process all the incoming data. Regarding the communication between
onboard processor and sensors, IMU, laser and ultrasonic use RS232, while motors and
reflective sensors use general I/O ports.
5.4 Simulations
In this section, quadrotor UAV is implemented in MATLAB, and simulation results will
be shown. The quadrotor UAV developed in this chapter is used for mobile sensing, so
it should be able to fly to a specific location and stay in the air. In this simulation, the
quadrotor UAV flies to a specific position defined by the position vector rT = {x,y,z}, and
turn to a particular orientation defined by ψ . In such case, there are totally four parameters
1STM3210C-EVAL http://www.st.com/internet/evalboard/product/217965.jsp
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Table 5.1
Quadrotor UAV constants and parameters used in simulations
Parameter Unit Value Note
g m/s2 9.8 Gravity constant
m kg 1.5 Mass of the quadrotor UAV
L m 0.25 UAV lever length
b1 kg ·m 4.05×10−5 Force factor of motor 1
b2 kg ·m 4.28×10−5 Force factor of motor 2
b3 kg ·m 3.60×10−5 Force factor of motor 3
b4 kg ·m 3.60×10−5 Force factor of motor 4
d1 kg ·m2 8.11×10−7 Torque factor of motor 1
d2 kg ·m2 7.66×10−7 Torque factor of motor 2
d3 kg ·m2 4.05×10−7 Torque factor of motor 3
d4 kg ·m2 3.60×10−7 Torque factor of motor 4
Ix kg ·m2 0.01 Inertia around x asix
Iy kg ·m2 0.01 Inertia around y asix
Iz kg ·m2 0.02 Inertia around z asix
Kp,ψ N/A 5.2 Proportional parameter for yaw angle ψ
Kd,ψ N/A 0.12 Derivative parameter for yaw angle ψ
Kp,z N/A 40 Proportional parameter for z
Kd,z N/A 16 Derivative parameter for z
K1,x N/A 0.9 1st parameter in the fourth order x controller
K2,x N/A 6 2nd parameter in the fourth order x controller
K3,x N/A 16 3rd parameter in the fourth order x controller
K4,x N/A 12 4th parameter in the fourth order x controller
K1,y N/A 0.9 1st parameter in the fourth order y controller
K2,y N/A 6 2nd parameter in the fourth order y controller
K3,y N/A 16 3rd parameter in the fourth order y controller
K4,y N/A 12 4th parameter in the fourth order y controller
K1,vx N/A 1 1st parameter in the x axis speed controller
K2,vx N/A 3 2nd parameter in the x axis speed controller
K3,vx N/A 3 3rd parameter in the x axis speed controller
K1,vy N/A 1 1st parameter in the y axis speed controller
K2,vy N/A 3 2nd parameter in the y axis speed controller
K3,vy N/A 3 3rd parameter in the y axis speed controller
to control. For the tilt angles along x and y axis, there is not too much concern, since
those two angles would be stabilized around zero as long as the quadrotor UAV stays at a
particular location. Before presenting the simulation results, constants and parameters used
in the simulation are given in Table 5.1.
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Figure 5.15: Set-point control: quadrotor position.
To fulfil sensing tasks, two simulations have been carried out, set-point control and
trajectory tracking. In the set-point control simulation, the quadrotor would fly given a
serious of set points, which are defined by {x,y,z,ψ}. In the trajectory tracking simulation,
a non-straight trajectory is given, which is supposed to be a target trajectory, and the
quadrotor UAV would try to track the target.
5.4.1 Set-point Control
The starting point of the quadrotor is defined as {x,y,z,ψ} = {0,0,0,0◦}, and it will
follow a serious of set-points, including {0,0,0,0◦}, {200,0,0,0◦}, {200,10,0,0◦},
{200,10,−2,0◦}, {200,10,−2,54◦}, and {215,−5,−2,54◦}. Quadrotor position is shows
in Figure 5.15. The speed limit is set as 5m/s, which can be observed from the constant
slope in the x position and the speed information in Figure 5.16. The angle information
is shown in Figure 5.17. Since the roll and pitch angles are not directly controlled, they
look not as neat as yaw angle figure. The four artificial inputs are shown in Figure 5.18.
These inputs change every time the quadrotor turns to a new set-point. Corresponding to
the artificial inputs, motor speed is calculated as shown in Figure 5.19.
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Figure 5.16: Set-point control: quadrotor speed.
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Figure 5.17: Set-point control: quadrotor angle.
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Figure 5.18: Set-point control: artificial inputs.
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Figure 5.19: Set-point control: motor speed.
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Figure 5.20: Tracking control: tracking trajectory.
5.4.2 Tracking Control
In this simulation, the quadrotor will track a pre-computed trajectory, which is assumed to
be a potential target. The starting point is (0,0,0), and the trajectory to track is defined as
x=0.5t (5.52)
y=0.02t sin(0.5t)
z=sin(0.15t)
Figure 5.20 shows both the trajectory and the quadrotor moving route. For the few seconds
at the very beginning, the tracking difference looks bigger than later, because it starts from
zero speed and requires seconds to warm up. Figure 5.21, 5.22 and 5.23 show the position,
speed, and angle separately.
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Figure 5.21: Tracking control: quadrotor position.
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Figure 5.22: Tracking control: quadrotor speed.
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Figure 5.23: Tracking control: quadrotor angle.
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Figure 5.24: Tracking control: quadrotor motor speed.
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5.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, a quadroto UAV is developed. Linear control methods are applied to control
position, speed, and angles. Hardware is developed, and practical data has been used in
simulations. Simulations are designed for set-point control and tracking, which are quite
widely used as a mobile sensor. Simulation results imply that the control is successful.
Future work includes the algorithm implementation into practical quadrotor UAV, and test
it.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
In this dissertation, an adaptive sampling method with mobile sensor networks is presented.
Based on the consideration of sensing resource constraint, computing ability, and onboard
energy limitation, a down sampling scheme has been developed with the intent to lower
the cost at sampling stage. This dissertation is based on the compressive sensing, which
is a typical down sampling method, collecting a small number of measurements and
reconstructing original signal with little information loss. Due to the unique features of
mobile sensors, measurements are collected sequentially in nature. The proposed adaptive
sampling scheme include selection measurements based on sparsity analysis, mobility
control of the mobile sensors, and reconstruction of the signals.
As the down-sampling/compressive sensing decreases the number of measurements
collected by mobile sensors, the tradeoff is the total information amount from collected
measurements has been turned down. As a result, it requires each measurements contains as
more information as possible. This dissertation maximized the information amount of each
individual measurement by analyzing existing data under Haar Wavelet domain, where the
information amount can be easily found. To control the networked mobile sensors, moving
cost has been evaluated in addition to the information amount. With enough measurements
collected, an MCMC method reconstructed the original signal.
Simulations have been done to justify the adaptive sampling method addressed in the
thesis. The proposed method has been implemented into a ground mobile sensor for an
indoor mapping application. In this application, a mobile sensor moved adaptively and
automatically to collect mapping information and reconstructed a binary map. Based on
existing experiments, future experimental plan would focus on sensing field reconstruction
using networked mobile sensors, including UAVs and UGVs.
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